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Foreword

Highlighting the value ofour‘natural capital’, this book makesit clear that unless
developmentis distinguished from economic growth, the tum-off towards sustainable
developmentwill be missed. It indicates that too many warning signs have already

been ignored suggesting that, in North and South alike, we are moving in the wrong

direction and that there may be few,if any, short-cuts back.

Situated at the crossroads of culture, science, communication and education,

UNESCOhas long been a proponentofthe interdisciplinary approach recommended

by the World Commission on Environment and Development. There is no doubtthat
such an approach,further elaborated here, is necessary to deal with the complex

problems of environment and development.

’ This publication has been produced to reinforce the concept of ecological eco-

nomics as the world prepares for the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environ-
ment and Development to be held in Brazil. By focusing on key issues that need to be

further explored in order to achieve a more equitable and environmentally sustain-

able economy, I am confidentthatit will make a valuable contributionto this essential

objective.

Federico Mayor

Director-General,

United Nations

Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization
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Preface

We are delighted to have been invited to prefece this book for four reasons.

First, because it sets a realistic and fair stage for the important UNCED 1992

conference. Second, because it acknowledges much more developmentis

needed in the South. Third, because that needed development and growth

must be accommodatedby the North. Fousth, burdensharing or reparation

for the North’s historic overuse of global environmental functions — both as
source of natural resources and sink for wastes — is firmly accepted by the

almost entirely Northern authors. This is refreshing.

We have not been too encouraged bythe North's reaction to the

Brundtland report overthe four years since its publication. Therefore, we

warmly endorse the clear thinking expressed in this book. The fact that two
Nobel laureate economists are among the authors (Haavelmo and
Tinbergen) raises our hopes that economists will put sustainability higher on

their agendasfor serious work in the 1990s. We fully share the authors’ view
that the transition is urgent and we find their suggestions on how to achieve
it to be sensible. Now thedifficult part, mustering the political will, is up to

us and our UNCED '92 colleagues.

The Honourable Emil Salim The Honourable Jose Lutzenberger

Minister of State Secretary of State
Environment and Population for Environment

Jakarta, Indonesia Brasilia D.F., Brazil



Introduction

Rightat the outset, we want to acknow-

ledge our major debt to the Brundtland

Commission's 1987 report, Cvr Common

Future. In particular, we greatly admire

the achievementof the World Commis-
sion on Environment and Development

CWCED)in garnering political consensus
on the need for sustainable development.

We use this report as our:- agboard,

though weare far less con.,-* zhensive.

Of the four elements of environmental
sustainability (poverty, population,

technology, andlife-style) we focus on
only life-style, technology and popula-

tion, with that order of ernphasis refiect-

ing ourskills. Poverty is only dealt with

through our suggestions for a more
equitable internationa! incomedistribu-

tion. We acknowledge, however, that
poverty as well as debt are for some

countries more pressing concerns than
the environment.

Ouraim is to follow Brundtland's
lead on the need for a rapid transition to
sustainability. We bolster Brundtland's
case for the transition, because wefeel
that the need for this transition is not yet
adequately recognized. We then go on to
suggest specifics of what is needed to

achievethe transition. We leave to

others the more impertanttask, namely

how to implementthe transition and how

to musterthe political will for changes

that will be rainful, but essential. We feel

that understanding the necessity and

general direction of the transition is a

precondition for mustering the political
will.

All authors have read and discussed

each other's chapters and have reached

consensusthat the contributions in-
cluded in this volumeare noz only

compatible with each other, but also

mutually reinforcing. We collaborated,

first, because we felt that we were all

already thinking along similar lines,

judging from our previous writings, and,

second, because weall feel strongly that

the next step for the transition to
sustainability is agreement on the

implications of what Brundtland advo-
cated. We have deliberately retained a
certain overlap between some chapters

in an effort to stress the notion that,
irrespective of the direction from which

the subject is approached, the same
conclusion is reached.

The conclusion is that economic
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activity cannot proceed any longer under

the bannerof ‘business as usual’. Specifi-

cally it is no longer tenable to make

economic growth, as conventionally

perceived and measured,the unques-

tioned objective of economic develop-

mentpolicy. The old concept of growth,

which we designate ‘throughput growth’,

with its reliance on an ever-increasing

throughput of energy and other natural

materials, cannot be sustained, and must

vield to an imaginative pursuit of ecc-

nomic ends that are less resource inten-

sive, The way we undervalue natural

capital services and fail to account for

natural asset degradation often means
that we are impoverishing ourselves

while imagining that our economies are

growing. The new approach requires a

concerted effort at remoulding consum-

er’s preferences, and steering wants in

the direction of environmentally benign

activities, while simultaneously reducing

throughputper unit of final product,

including services.

Farlier studies of environmentallimits

to growth emphasized the source limits
(depletion of petroleum, copper, etc.).

Experience has shown, however, that the
sink constraints (greenhouse, ozone

depletion, local air and water pollution,
etc.) are the more stringent. Because sink

functions are common propetty to a

greater extenr than source functions, this
overuse is less correctable by the auto-

matic market adjustment.

Acceleration of technological devel-

opmentis therefore required to reduce
the natural resource content of given
economic activities, We feel this impor-

tant acceleration can be achieved in a
way that will satisfy both optimists and
pessimists. We suggest substantially

increased taxes on throughput (such as
carbon emission or mineral severance
taxes). This should please the optimists
because it will accelerate new technol-

ogies. It will please the pessimists

because it will reduce environmentally

stressful throughput. Since we must tax

something in order to raise needed

public revenue, why nottax the things

we wantto reduce (pollution and

depiction) rather than the things we want

to increase (empioyment and incom)?

Because poilution and depletion can

never be reducedto zero there is no

dangeroftaxing our source of revenue

out of existence, no matter how high the

tax rate. As we gain revenue from these

environmental taxes we can ease up on
incometaxes, especially on low incomes,

evento the extent of using some ofthe

new revenuesto finance a negative

income tax on very low incomes. We

urgently call for fundamental changesin

our economic objectives, as well as in

our modes of behaviour. Towards this

end, the co—operation ofall humankind

is necessary.

Brundtland's call for sustainable
developmenthas elicited two opposing

reactions. Oneis to revert to a definition

of sustainable developmentas “growth as

usual", although at a slowerrate. The

other reaction is to define sustainable

development as “development without
growth in throughput beyond environ-

mental carrying capacity”. WCED leaders

(Brundtland, 1989; McNeill, 1990) seem
themselves to be torn between these two

directions for operationalizing their
concept.

Tworealisms conflict. On the one

hand,political realism rules out income
redistribution and population stability as

politically difficult, if not impossible;
therefore the world economyhas to

expand ‘by a factorof five or ten’ in
_ oder to cure poverty. On the other hand,

ecological realism accepts that the world
economy has already exceeded the

sustainable limits of the global ecosystem

and that a five-to-tenfold expansion of



anything remotely resembling the

present economy would simply speed us

from today’s long run unsustainzblity to

imminent collapse. We believe that in

conflicts between biophysicalrealities

and political realities, the latter must

eventually give ground. The planet will

transit to sustainability: the choice is

between society planning for an orderly

transition, or letting physicallimits and

environmental damage dictate the timing

and course ofthetransition.
While we agree with Brundtland that

we should seek to limit, arrest or even

reduce the throughput associated with

economic activity, we are far less san-

guine about our ability to achieve this
quickty. The vast expansion in economic

activity projected by Brundtiandis

therefore bound to be associated with

major rises in throughput. This does not
involve anydifference in theory between
Brundtland and ourselves; it merely

reflects the observable fact that success-

ful substitution of human-made capital

for natural resources is slow and limit<d,

and that the necessary technology cannot

be organized on cue as the optimists

would wish.

Following the dictionary distinction
between growth and development,‘to

grow’ means to increase in size by the
assimilation of accretion of materials; ‘to
develop’ means to expand or realize the
potentialities of, to bring to a fuller,
greater or better state. When something
grows it gets quantitatively bigger; when
it develops it gets qualitatively better, or
at least different. Quantitative growth
and qualitative improvement follow
different laws. Our planet develops over
time without growing. Our eccnomy, a
subsystem of the finite and non-growing
earth, must eventually adapt to a similar
pattern of development without through-
put growth. The time for such adaptation
is now.

Introduction

An allernative formulation would be

to say that physical inputs must cease

growing,but that value of output can

continueto increase as long as techno-

logical development pennits. Of course if
physical inputis limited, then by the law

of conservation of matter-energy, so is

physical output. This is equivalent to

saying that quantitative growth in

thrcughputis not permitted, but qualita-

tive improvementin services rendered

can develop with new technology. In

other words weare back to the formula-

tion of development (increasing value of
output) without growth (physical

throughputconstant). Throughputis

treated as an aggregate, and clearly some

components are more important than

others environmentally. For many

purposes, energy is the dominant and

critical component.
Unfortunately, current GNP account-

ing conventions conflate growth and

development, counting both as “eco-

nornic growth”. We sharply distinguish

between throughput growth (growth

proper) and efficiency improvement

(developmentin the dictionary sense).
Once these distinctions are accepted

it is reasonable to ask: Can development

without throughput growth (sust.inable

development) cure existing poverty? Our
belief is that it cannot. Qualitative
improvementin the efficiency with
which resources are used will greatly

help, but will not be sufficient to cure
poverty. The reduction of throughput
intensity per dollar of GNP in some rich

countries is all to the good, but means
little to poor countries still striving for
adequate food, clothing and shelter,
Basic necessities have a large and
irreducible physical dimension, unlike
say information processing.

The Brundtland proposal to alleviate
poverty by an annual 3 per cent global
tise in per capita income translates



initially into annual per capita income
increments of $633 for the United States;
$3.6 for Ethiopia; $5.4 for Bangladesh;

$7.5 for Nigeria; $10.8 for China and
$10.5 for India. By the end often years,
such growth will havc raised Ethiopia's

per capita income by $41 (hardly suffi-
cient to dent poverty there) while that of
the United States will have risen by

$7257. The greater disparity of interna-
tional incomelevels that would result
calls into question the desirability of

Brundtland’s projections.

It is neither ethica! nor helpful to the
environment to expect poor countries to

cut orarrest their development, which
tends to be highly associated with

throughput growth. Therefore the rich

countries, which after all are responsible

for most of today’s environmental

damage, and whose material well-being
can sustain a halt to or even a declinein
throughput growth, must take the lead in

this respect. Poverty reduction will

require considerable growth, as well as
development, in developing countries.

But ecological constraints are real and
more growth for the poor must be
balanced by negative throughput growth
for the rich.

Development by the rich must be

used to free resources (source and sink
functions of the environment) for growth
and development so urgently needed by
the poor. Large-scale transfers to the

poorer countries also will be required,
especially as the impact of economic
stability in rich countries may depress
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terms of trade and lower economic

activity in developing countries. Higher

prices for the exports of poorer countries

therefore will be required. Most impor-

tantly, population stability is essential to

reduce the need for growth everywhere,

but especially where population growth

is highest, thatis, in the poor countries.

Politically, it is very difficult to face up

to the need for incomeredistribution and

population stability. If the concept of
sustainable development becomes a

verbal formula for glossing over these
harshrealities, then it will have been a

big step backwards.It is in this sense that

we, the authors of this volume,are

seeking to build on Brundtland before the

ter.ipest of conventionalpolitical
‘realisms’ erodes the foundations that

WCEDconstructed with such care and

foresight.

Such an agenda will be exceptionally

difficult to implement, and manyother

issues are involved that are not addressed

in this volume, but of which we are

acutely aware. Markets, for example,will

haveto learn to function without expan-
sion, without wars, without wastes and

withoutadvertising that encourages
waste. Economic policy will have to
suppress certain activities in order to

allow others to expand,so that the sum

total remains within the biophysical

budget constraint of a non-growing
throughput. This adds up to a formidable
political agenda. That is why exceptional

political wisdom and leadership are so
urgently required.
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Thecasethatthbeworld basreachedlimits

Moreprecisely that current throughputgrowth in the global
economy cannot be sustained

Robert Goodland

it took Britain half the resources of the planet to achieveits prosperity; how many
planets will a country like India require?’

Mahatma Gandhi
(when asked if, after independence, India would attain British standards ofliving)

Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to present the

case that limits to growth have already

been reached, that further input growth
will take the planet further away from
sustainability, and that we are rapidly

foreclosing options for the future, possibly
by overshooting limits (Catton, 1982). This

chapter seeks to convince the reader ofthe
urgent need to convert to a sustainable

economy, rather than the related and

equally or more important need ofpoverty
alleviation. The political will to transit to

sustainability will be mustered only when
theneedforthe transition is perceived. The
crucial next step — how to muster that
political will —- is deferred to a subsequent
book.

Right at the start, plaudits for
Beundtland's heroic achievement: elevat-

United Nations family, and the World

Bank.InJuly 1989, leaders ofthe Group of

Seven major industrialized nations called

for‘the early adoption, worldwide,ofpoli-
cies based on sustainable development’.
The whole world owes Brundtland an
enormous debt for this tremendous feat

and we admire her political wisdom. This

chapter builds on Brundtland's lead and
explores the implications of sustainability.

It is assumed as given that the world is

being run unsustainably now — being

fuelled by inherited fossil fuels is the best
single example. Non-renewable oil and

gas provide 60 per cent of global energy
with barely fifty years of proven reserves.

Brunddand said that meeting essential
needs requires ‘a new era of economic
growth’fornations in which the majority are

poor. The report (WCED, 1987) anti-
cipates ‘a five- to tenfold increase in world
industrial output’. Two years later, this
‘sustainable growth’ conclusion was

1s



reemphasized by the Secretary General of

the Brundtland Commission:‘A fivefold to

tenfold increase in economic activity

would be required over the next 50 years’

to achieve sustainability (MacNeill, 1989).

The global ecosystem and the
economic subsystem

A single measure— population times per

Capita resource consumption —— encapsu-

lates what is needed to achieve su::ain-

ability. This is the scale of the human

economicsubsystem with respect to that of

the global ecosystem on which it depends,
and ofwhichit is a part. The global ecosys-

tem is the source of all material inputs
feeding the economic subsystem, and is

the sink for all its wastes. Population times
per capita resource consumption is the

total flow — throughput — of resources
from the ecosystem to the economic sub-

system, then back to the ecosystem as

waste, as dramatized in Figure 1. The up-
per diagram (A) illustrate the bygone era
when the economic subsystem was

small relative to the size of the global eco-
system. The lower diagram (B) depicts a
situation much nearertotodayinwhich the

economic subsystem is very large relative
to the global ecosystem. Population times
per capita resource use is refined by
Tinbergen and Hueting (see Chapter 4),

and by Ehrlich and Ehrlich (1990).
The global ecosystem’s source and

sink functions have liraited capacity to
support the economic subsystem. The im-
perative, therefore, is to maintain the size

ofthe global econorzy to within the capa-
city of the ecosystem to sustain i. Speth
(1989) calculates that it took the whole of
human history to grow to the $60-billion--
dollar-ecale economy of 1900. Today, the
world economy grows by this amount
every two years. Unchecked, today’s $20
trillion global economy may be five times
bigger only one generation of so hence.

16

It seems unlikely that the world can sus-

tain a doubling of the economy,let alone

Brundtland's five— to ten-fold increase.

Throughput growth is not the way to reach

sustainability; we cannot ‘grow’ our way

into sustainability. The global ecosystem,

which is the source ofall the resources

needed for the economic subsystem,is fi-

nite and has limited regenerative and as-

similative capacities. It looks inevitable that

the next century will be occupied bydouble

the number of people in the human eco-

Nomy consuming sources and burdening

sinks with their wastes.

‘The global ecosystem is the sink forall

the wastes created by the economic subsys-

tem, and this sink has limited assimilative

capacity. When the economic subsystem

was small relative to the global ecosystem
(Fig. 1A), then the sources and sinks were
large and limits were irrelevant. Leading

thinkers, such as Ehrlich and Ehrlich (1990),
Hardin (1991), Boulding (1991), Daly
(1990a, 1990b, 1991a, 19916, 1991c), as
well as the Club of Rome (Meadows etal.,

1974), have shown for years that the world

is no longer ‘empty’, the eco: ymic sub-

system is large relative to the biosphere,

and the capacities of the biosphere’s
sources and sinks are being stressed (Fig.
1B).

Localized Limits to global limits

This chapter presents the case that the
economic subsystem has reached or ex-

ceeded important source and sink limits.
There is little doubt that we have already
fouled our nest: practically nowhere on
this planet are signs of the human
economy absent. From the centre of Ant-
arctica to Mount Everest, human wastes are
obvious and increasing. It is not possible to
find a sample ofocean waterwithout a sign
of the 20 billion tonnes of human wastes
added annually. PCBs and other persistent
toxic chemicals, like DDTand heavy metal
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Figure 1: Thefiniteglobalecosystem relative to thegrowing economic subsystem

(after Daly, 1990a; Goodlandand Daly, 1990)
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compounds, have already accumulated

throughout the marine ecosystem. One-

fifth ofthe world’s population breathesair
more poisonous than WHO standards re-

commend, and an entire generation of

children in Mexico City may be intellec-

tually stunted by icad poisoning (Brownet

al., 1991).
Since the Club of Rome's 1972 Limits to

Growtb, the constraints have shifted from

source limits to sink limits. Source limits

are more open to substitution and are

more localized. Since then, the case has

substantially strengthened for limits to

throughput growth. There is a wide vari-

ety of limits. Some are tractable and are
being tackled, such as the CFC phase-out

under the Montreal Convention. Other

limits ave less tractable, such as the mas-

sive human appropriation of biomass (see

below). The key limitis the sink constraint
of fossil—energy use. Therefore,the rate of

transition to renewables including solar

energy, parallels the rate ofthe transition

to sustainability. Here the optimists add

the possibility of cheap fusion energy by
the year 2050. We are agnostic on tech-

nology, and want to encourage it by en-

ergy taxes (see Daly, Chapter 2). Hitherto,

technology has only started to focus on
input reduction and even less on sink
management, which suggests there is

scope for improvement.

Land-fill sites are becoming harder to

find; garbage is shipped thousands ofkilo-
metres from industrial to developing
countries ir: search ofunfilled sinks. It has
so far proved impossible for the United

States Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
find anywhere to rent a nuclear wastesite

for $100 million per year. Germany's
Kraft-Werk Union signed an agreement
with China in July 1987 to bury nuclear
waste in Mongolia's Gobi desert. These
facts prove that land-fill sites and toxic

dumps — aspects of sinks — are increas-
ingly hard to find, that limits are near.
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First evidence: human biomass
appropriation

The best evidence that there are other

imminentlimits is the calculation by

Vitousek et al. (1986) that the human
economy uses — directly or indirectly —

about 40 percent ofthe net primary prad-

uct of terrestrial photosynthesis today.

(This figure drops to 25 per cent if the
oceans and other aquatic ecosystems are

included). And desertification, urban en-

croachment on to agricultural land,

blacktopping, soil erosion and pollution

are increasing — as is the population's

search for food. This meansthatin only a

single doubling of the world’s population

(say thirty five years) we will use 80 per

cent, and 100 percentshortly thereafter. As

Daly (1991a, 19915) points out, 100 per
cent appropriation is ecologically impossi-

ble and socially highly undesirable. The

world will go from halfempty to full in one

doubling period, irrespective of the sink

beingfilled or the source being consumed.

Those refusing to recognize overfulness,

which has appropriated 40 per cent for
humansalready, should decide when be-

tween now and 100 per cent they would be

willing to say ‘enough’. They should state

in advance what evidencethey will require

to be convinced. Although this evidence

has not been refuted over the last five

years, this single study is so stark that we

urge prompt corroboration and analysis of

the implications.

Second evidence: global warming

The indications of atmospheric carbon di-

oxide accumulation ave pervasive, as geo-
graphically extensive as possible, and un-
imaginably expensiveto cure if allowed to
worsen. In addition, they are unambigu-
ously negative and strongly so. There may

bea fewexceptions, suchas plantsgrowing
faster in CO,-enrichedlaboratories where



water and nutrients are not limiting. How-

ever, in the real world, it seems more likely

that crop belts will not shift with changing

climate, nor will they grow faster because

someotherfactor(e.g. suitable soils, water)

will becomelimiting, The prodigious North

Americanbreadbasket'sclimate mayindeed

shift north, but this does not mean the

breadbasket will follow because the rich

prairie soils will stay put, and Canadian

boreal soils and muskegare very infertile.

The second evidence that limits have

been exceeded is global warming. The
year 1990 was the warmest in more than a

century of record—keeping. Seven of the

hottest years on record all occurred in the

last eleven years. The 1980s were 0.5°C

warmerthan the 1880s; while 1990 was

0.7°C warmer. This contrasts alarmingly

with the pre-industrial constancy in which
the earth's temperature did not vary more

than 1-2°C in the last 10,000 years. Hu-

manity'’s entire social and cultural infra-

structure over the last 7,000 years has

evolved entirely within a global climate

that never deviated as much as 1°C from

today’s climate (Arrhenius and Waltz,

1990).
It is too soon to be absolutely certain

that global ‘greenhouse’ warming has be-

gun: normal climatic variability is too great

for absolute certainty. There is even greater
uncertainty about the possible effects. But
all the evidence suggests that global warm-
ing may well have started, that CO, accu-
mulation started years ago, as postulated by

Svante Arrhenius in 1896, and thatit is rap-
idly worsening. Scientists now practically
universally agree that such warming will

occur, though differences remain on the
rates. The United States National Academy
of Science warned Present Bush that glo-
bal warming may well be the most pressing
international issue of the next century. A

dwindling minority of scientists remain ag-
nostic. The dispute concerns policy re-
sponses much more than the predictions.

Tbe case that the world bas reached limits

The scale of todays fossil-fuel-based

human economyseemsto be the domi-

nant cause of greenhouse gas accumula-

tion. The biggest contribution to global

warming, carbon dioxide released from

burning coal, oil and natural gas, is rap-

idly accumulating in the atmosphere.

Today’s 5.3 billion people annually burn

the equivalent of more than onetonne of

coal each.

Next in importance contributing to

global warming are all other pollutants

released by the economy that exceed the

biosphere's absorptive capacity: methane,

CFCs andnitrous oxide. Relative to carbon

dioxide these three pollutants are orders of

magnitude more damaging, thoughtheir

amountis muchless. Today’s price to pol-

luters for using atmospheric sink capacity

for carbon dioxide disposal is zero, al-

thoughthe real opportunity cost may turn

out to be astronomical.

The costs of rejecting the greenhouse

hypothesis,if true, are vastly greater than

the costs of accepting the hypothesisif it
proves to be false. By the time the evi-

denceis irrefutable, it is sure to be too late

to avert unacceptable costs, such as the

influx of millions of refugees from low-
lying coastal areas (55 per cent of the
world's population lives on coasts or estu-
aries), damageto ports and coastalcities,
increase in storm intensity, and worst of

all, damage to agriculture. And bestofall,

abating global warming may save money,

not cost it, when the benefit from lower
fuel bills is factored in (Lovins, 1990). The

greenhousethreat is more than sufficient

to justify action now, even if only as an

insurance.

The relevant component here is the
tight relationship between carbon re-
leased and the scale of the economy. Glo-
bal carbon emissions have increased
annually since the industrial revolution;
now at neatly 4 per cent per annum. To
the extent energy use parallels economic

19
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activity, carbon emissions are an index of

the scale of the economy. Fossil fuels ac-

countfor 78 per cent of United States en-

ergy. Of course there is tremendous scope
for reducing the energy intensity of in-

dustry and of the economy in general,

which is why reductions in carbon emis-

sions are possible without reducing

standards ofliving. A significant degree of
decoupling economic growth from energy
throughput appears substantially achiev-

able, Witness the 81 per cent increase in

Japan’s output since 1973 using the same

amountof energy. Similarly, the United

States’ near 39 per cent increase in GNP
since 1973, but with only modest increase

in energy use. This means energy efficiency

increased almost 26 per cent. Sweden —
cold, gloomy, industrialized and very en-

ergy efficient—is the best example ofhow
profitable it can be to reduce CO,. The

Swedish State Power Board found that

doubled electric efficiency, 34 per cent
decrease in CO,, phase outof the nuclear
power which supplies 50 per cent ofthe

country’s electricity, actually lowers con-

sumers’ electricity bills by $1 billion per
year (Lovins, 1990). Other, less efficient
nations should be able to do even better.

Reducing energy intensity is possible

in all industrial economies and in the
larger developing economies, such as
China, Brazil and India. The scope of in-

creasing energy use without increasing

CO, means primarily the overdue transi-
tion to renewables: biomass, solar, hydro.
The other major source of carbon emis-
sions —- deforestation— also parallels the
scale of the economy. More people need-
ing more land push back frontiers, But
there are diminishingly few geopolitical
frontiers left today.

Global warming is a compelling ar-
gument that limits have been exceeded
because it is globally pervasive, rather
than disrupting the atmospliere in the re-
gion where the CO, was produced. In
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comparison,acid rain, which is damaging

parts of the United States and Canada, as

well as those parts of Scandinavia down-

wind from the United Kingdom, and the

‘Waldesterben’or 30 billion-dollar loss of

muchofEurope's forest are more regional

evidenceforlimits.

The nearly 7 billion tonnes of carbon

released to the atmosphere each year by
human activity (from fossil fuels and defor-

estation) accumulate in the atmosphere,

which suggests that the ecosystem's sinks
capable of absorbing carbon have been
exceeded, and carbon accumulation

appears for all practical purposesirrevers-
ible on any relevant time frame, hence it is

of major concern for sustainability for fu-
ture generations. Removal of carbon diox-

ide by liquefying it or chemically scrubbing

it from the stacks might double the cost of

electricity. Optimistically, technology may

reduce this cost, butstill at a major penalty.

Third evidence: ozone shield

rupture

The third evidence that globallimits have

been reachedis the rupture of the ozone
shield.It is difficult to imagine more com-

pelling evidence that human activity has

already damaged ourlife-support sys-

tems than the cosmic holes in the ozone

shield. That CFCs would damage the
ozone layer was predicted as far back as

1974 by Sherwood Rowland and Mario
Molina. But when the damage wasfirst

detected —- in 1985 in Antarctica —- dis-

belief was so great that the data were re-
jected as coming from faulty sensors.
Retesting and a search of hitherto undi-
gested computer print~outs confirmed that

not only did the hole exist in 1985, but that
it had appeared each spring since 1979.
The world hadfailed to detect a vast hole
that threatened human life and food pro-
duction and that was more extensive than
the United States and taller than Mount



Everest (Shea, 1989). All subsequenttests

have provedthatthe global ozonelayeris

thinning far faster than models predicted.

The relationship between the in-

creased ultraviolet B radiation let through

the impaired ozoneshield and skin cancers

and cataracts is relatively well known —

every 1 per cent decrease in the ozone

layer results in 5 per cent more of certain

skin cancers — and alarming in neigh-

bouring regions (e.g. Queensland). The
world seems set for a billion additional

skin cancers, many of them fatal, among

people alive today. The possibly more

serious human health effect is depression

of our immune systems, increasing our vul-

nerability to an array of tumors, parasites
andinfectious diseases. In addition,as the

shield weakens, crop yields and marine
fisheries decline. But the gravest effect
may be the uncertainty, such as upsetting
normal balances in natural vegetation.

Keystone species—those on which many

others depend for survival — may de-
crease leading to widespread disruption in

environmental services and accelerating
extinctions.

The million or so tonnes of CFCs

pumped annually into the biosphere take

about ten years to waft up to the ozone
layer, where they destroy it with a half-life
of 100 to 150 years. The tonnage of CFCs
and other ozone-depleting gases released

into the atmosphere is increasing damage

to the ozone shield. Today's damage,

though seriour, onlyreflects the relatively

low levels of CFCs released in the early
1980s. If CFC emissions cease today, the

world still will be gripped in an unavoid-
able commitmentto ten years of increased
damage. This would then gradually return
to pre~damage levels over the next 100-
150 years,

This seems to be evidence that the
global ecosystem’s sink capacity to ab-
sorb CFC pollution has been vastly ex-
ceeded. The limits have been reached and

The case that the world bas reached limits

exceeded, humankindis in for damageto

environmental services, human health and

food production. This is a good example

because 85 percent ofCFCs are released in

the industrial North, but the main hole ap-

peared in the ozone layer 20 kilometres

above Antarctica, showing the damageto

be widespread andtruly global in nature.

Fourth evidence: land degradation

Land degradation, decreased productivity

suchas caused by accelerated soil erosion,

salination and desertification,is only one of
the manytopics that could be included
here. It is not new; land degraded thou-

sands of years ago (e.g. Tigris-Euphrates)

remains unproductive today. Butthe scale
has mushroomed andis important because
practically 97 per cent of our food comes
from land ratherthan from aquatic or ocean

systems. As 35 per cent ofthe earth's land

already is degraded, and as this figure is
increasing andlargely irreversible in any

time-scale ofinterest to society, such deg-

radationis a sign thatwe have exceeded the

regenerative capacity of the earth's soil
source.

Pimentelet al. (1987) foundsoil erosion
to be serious in most of the world's agri-
cultural areas, and that this problem is

worseningas more marginalland is brought

into production. Soil loss rates, generally

ranging from 10 to 100 t/ha/yr, exceed soil
formation rates by at least tenfold. Agricul-
ture is leading to erosion, salination or

waterlogging ofpossibly 6 million hectares
per year: ‘a crisis seriously affecting the
world food economy’.

Exceeding the limits of this particular
environmental source function raises food
prices, and exacerbates income inequality,
at a time when 1 billion peopleare already
malnourished. As one third of developing
country populations now faces fuel-wood
deficits, crop residues and dung are di-
verted from agriculture to fuel. Fuel-wood
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overharvesting and this diversion intensify

land degradation, hunger and poverty.

Fifth evidence: biodiversity

The scale of the human economy has

grownso largethatthere is no longer room

for all species in the Ark. Theratesoftake-
over of wildlife habitat and of species

extinctions are the fastest they have ever

been in recorded history ana are accelerat-

ing. The world's richest species habitat,

tropicalforest, has alreadybeen 55 percent
destroyed, the current rateexceeds 168,000

km peryear. As the total numberofspecies

extantis notyet known to the nearest order

of magnitude (5 million or 30 million or
more), itis impossible to determine precise

extinction rates. However, conservative

estimates put the rate at more than 5,000
speciesofourinherited genetic library irre-

versibly extinguished each year. This is

about 10,000 times as fast as pre-human
extinction rates. Less conservative esti-

mates put the rate at 150,000 species per

year (Goodland, 1991). Many find such

anthropocentrism to be arrogant and im-
moral. It also increasesrisks of overshoot.

Built-in redundancy is a part of many bio-

logical systems, but we do not know how
near thresholds are. Most extinctions from

tropical deforestation (e.g. colonization)
today increase poverty — tropical rain-

forest soils are fragile—so we do not even

have much of a beneficial trade-off with
developmenthere.

Population

Brundtlandis sensible on population: get-
ting enough food is too expensive for a
quarter of the earth’s population today.
Bisth-weightis declining in places. Poverty
stimulates population growth. Direct pov-
erty alleviation is essential; business as
usual on poverty alleviation is immoral.

MacNeill (1989)states plainly that reducing

2

rates of population growthis an essential

condition to achieve sustainability. This is

as important,if not more so, in industrial

countriesasit is in developing countries.

Industrial countries have per capita

overconsumption, hence overpollution,

so are responsible for by far the largest

share oflimits being reached. Therichest

20 per cent ofthe world consumes over 70

per cent of the world's commercial en-

ergy. Thirteen nations already have

achieved zero population growth,soit is

not utopian to expect others to follow.

Developing countries contribute to ex-

ceeding limits because they are so popu-

lous today (77 percent ofthe world’s total),

and increasing far faster than their

economiescansustain them (90 percentof

world population growth). Real incomes
are declining in someareas. If left un-

checked, it may be half way through the

twenty-first century before the numberof

births falls back even to today’s high levels.

Developing countries’ population growth

alone would accountfor a 75 per cent in-

crease in their commercial energy con-

sumption by 2025, eve. if per capita con-

sumption remainedat current inadequate

levels (OTA, 1991). These countries need

so much scale growth thatthis can only be

freed by the transition to sustainability in
industrial countries.

The poor must be given the chance,

must be assisted, and will justifiably

demandto reach at least minimally ac-

ceptableli-ving standards by access to the

remaining natural resource base. When

industrial nations switch from input
growth to qualitative development, more

fescurces and environmental functions
will be available for the South's needed
growth. This is a majorrole of the World

Bank. It is in the interests of developing
countries and the world commonsnot to
follow the fossil fuel model. It is in the
interest of industrial countries to
subsidize alternatives, and this is an



increasing role for the World Bank. This

view is repeated by Dr Qu Wenhuofthe

Academica Sinica whosays:‘if “needs” in-

cludes one automobilefor each ofa billion

Chinese, then sustainable developmentis

impossible’. Developing populations ac-

count for only 17 per cent oftotal commer-

cial energy now, but unchecked this will

almost double by 2020 (OTA, 1991).

Merely meeting unmet demandforfam-

ily planning would help enormously. Edu-

cating girls and providing them with credit

for productive purposes and employment

opportunities are probably the next most

effective measures. A full 25 per cent of
American births, and a much larger number

of births in the developing countries, are to

unmarried mothers, hence providing less
child care. Most of these births are un-
wanted, which also tends to result in less
care. Certainly, international development

agencies should help high-population-
growth countries reduce their population

growth rates to world averages as an urgent

first step, instead of trying only to increase

infrastructure without population meas-
ures,

Growth versus development

To the extent the economic subsystem

has indeed becomelarge relative to the

global ecosystem on which it depends,

and the regenerative and assimilative ca-
pacities of its sources and sinks are being
exceeded, then the growth called for by
Brundtland will dangerously exacerbate

surpassing the limits outlined above.
Opinions differ. MacNeill (1989) claims ‘a
minimum of 3 per cent annual per capita
income growth is needed to reach
sustainability during the first part ofthe next
century’, and this would need higher

growth in national income, given popula-
tion trends. Hueting (1990) disagrees, con-
cluding that for sustainability ‘what we
néed least is an increase in national

The case that the world bas reached limits

income’. Sustainability will be achieved

only to the extent quantitative throughput

growth stabilizes and is replaced by quali-

tative development, holding inputs con-

stant. Reverting to the scale of the

economy — population times per capita

resource use — per capita resource use
must decline, as well as population.

Brundtlandis excellent on three of the

four necessary conditions. First, produc-

ing more with less (e.g. conservation,effi-

ciency, technological improvements and

recycling). Japan excels in this regard,

producing 81 per cent more real output

thanit did in 1973 using the same amount

of energy. Second, reducing the popula-
tion explosion.Third, redistribution from
overconsumers to the poor. Brundtland

was probably being politically astute in

leaving fuzzy the fourth necessary condi-

tion to makeall four sufficient to reach
sustainability. This is the transition from

input growth and growth in the scale of

the economyto qualitative development,

holding the scale of the economyconsist-

ent with the regenerative and assimilative

capacities of globallife-support systems.

In several places the Brundtland report
hints at this. In qualitative sustainable de-
velopment, production replaces depreci-
ated assets, and births replace deaths, so
that stocks of wealth and people are con-
tinually renewed and even improved

(Daly, 1990). A developing economyis
getting better: wellbeing of the (stable)
population improves. An economy grow-

ing in throughputis getting bigger, ex-
ceeding limits, damaging the self-repair-
ing capacity of the planet.

To the extent that our leaders recog-
nize the fact that the globe has reached
limits and decide to reduce further ex-
pansion in the scale of the economy, we
must prevent hardshipin this tremendous
transition for poor countries. Brundtland
‘ommendably advocates growth for poor
countries. But only raising the bottom
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without lowering the top will not permit

sustainability (Haavelmo, 1990).

The poor need an irreducible mini-

mum of basics— food, clothing and shel-

ter. These basics require throughput

growth for poor countries, with compen-

sating reductions in such growth in rich

countries. Apart from colonial-resource

draw—downs, industrial—country growth

historically has increased markets for de-

veloping countries’ raw materials, hence

presumably benefiting poor countries, but

it is industrial~country growth that has to

contract to make ecological room for the

minimum growth needed in poor country
economies. Tinbergen and Hueting (see

Chapter 4) put it plainest — ‘no further

production growth in rich countries’. All

approaches to sustainability must internal-

ize this constraintif the crucial goals of
poverty alleviation and halting damageto

global life support systems are to be

approached.

Conclusion

When there is a change from agrarian

through industrial to more service-oriented
economies, then smoke-stack throughput
growth may improvetogrowth less damag-

ing of sources and sinks: coal andsteel to
fibre optics and electronics for example.
We must speed to productionthatis less
throughput-intensive. We must accelerate
technical improvements in resource pro-
ductivity; Brundtland’s ‘producing more
with less’. Presumably this is what the

Brundtland commission and subsequent
follow-up authors (e.g. MacNeili, 1989)
label growth, but of a different kind. Vig-
orous promotion ofthis trend will indeed

help thetransition to sustainability, and is
probably essential. It is also largely true
that conservation andefficiency improve-
ments and recycling are profitable, and
will become much tnore so the instant
environmental externalities (e.g. carbon

x

dioxide emissions) are internalized.

Butit will be insufficient for four rea-

sons.First, all growth consumes resources

and produces wastes, even Brundtland’s

unspecified new type of growth. To the

extent we have reachedlimits to the eco-

system's regenerative andassimilative ca-

pacities, throughput growth exceeding

suchlimits will not herald sustainability.

Second,the size of the service sectorrela-

tive to the production of goods haslimits.
Third, even many services are fairly

throughput-intensive, such as tourism,

universities and hospitals. Fourth, and

highlysignificant, is that less throughput-

intensive growth is ‘high-tech’, hence the

places where there have to be more

growth — tiny, impoverished, develop-

ing-country economies — are less likely

to be able to afford Brundtland’s ‘new’

growth.

Part ofthe answerwill be massive tech-

nology transfer from industrial countries to

developing countries to offer them what-

ever throughput-neutral or throughput-

minimal technologies are available. This

transfer is presaged by the $1.5 billion
Global Environment Facility of UNEP,

UNDPand the World Bank, which is
Starting to finance improvements not yet

fully ‘economic’, but which benefit the

global commons.

This chapteris not primarily about how:
to approach sustainability, which is well

documented elsewhere (Adams, 1990;
Agarwal and Narain, 1990; Chambers et

al., 1990; Conroy and Litvinoff, 1988;

Goldsmith et al., 1990). Noris it about the
economic and political difficulties of rea-
ching sustainability, such as the pricing of
the infinite (e.g. ozone shield), endlessly
debatable (e.g. biodiversity), or pricing for
posterity what we cannot price today. That
is admirably argued by Daly and Cobb
(1989), Daly (19904, 19914, 19915), El
Serafy (1991), and Costanza (1991).It is
aboutthe needto recognizethe imminence



oflimits to throughput growth,while alle-

viating poverty in the world. Many local

thresholds have been broached because of

population pressures and poverty; global

thresholds are being broached by indus-

trial countries’ overconsumption.

To conclude on an optimistic note:

OECDfound in 1984 that environmental
expenditure is good for theeconomy

and good for employment. The 1988

Worldwatch study (Brown, 1988) specu-

lated that most sustainability could be

achieved by the year 2000 with additional

annual expenditure increasing gradually

to $150 billion in 2000. Most measures
needed to approach sustainability are
beneficial also for other reasons (e.g. fuel
efficiency). The world's nations have an-

nually funded UNEP with about $30 mil-
lion, although they propose now ‘to con-
sider’ increasing this sum to $100 million.
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From empty-world economics
tofull-world economics

Recognizingan historical turningpoint in economic
development

HermanE. Daly

Introduction

The thesis argued here is that the ev-
olution of the human economy has

passed from an era in which human-
made capital was the limiting factor in
economicdevelopmentto an era in which
remaining natural capital has become the
limiting factor. Economic logic tells us

that we should maximize the productivity
of the scarcest (limiting) factor, as well as
try to increase its supply. This means that
economic policy should be designed to
increase the productivity of natural capi-
tal and its total amount, rather than to
increase the productivity ofhuman-made
capital and its accumulation, as was ap-
propriate in the past when it was the
limiting factor. This chapter aims to give
some reasons for believing this ‘new era’
thesis, and to consider some of, the far-
reaching policy changes that it would

entail, both for development in general
and for the multilateral development
banks in particular.

Reasons the turning point has not
been noticed

Whyhas this transformation from a world
relatively empty of human beings and
human-made capital to a world relatively
full of these not been noticed by econo-
mists? Ifsuch a fundamental change in the
pattern of scarcity is real, as I think it is,
then how could it be overlooked by
economists whose job is to pay attention

to the pattern of scarcity? Some econo-
mists, for example, Boulding (1964) and
Georgescu-Roegen (1971), have indeed
signalled the change, but their voices
have been largely unheeded.
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Onereasonis the deceptive accelera-

tion of exponential growth. With a con-

stantrate ofgrowth the world will go from

half full to totally full in one doubling
period— the same amountoftime thatit

took to go from 1 per cent full to 2 per
centfull. Of course the doubling timeit-
self has shortened, compounding the

deceptive acceleration. If we take the

percentage appropriation by human be-

ings of the net product of land—based
photosynthesis as an index ofhow full the

world is of humans and their furniture,

then we can saythatit is 40 per centfull
because we use, directly and indirectly,

about 40 per cent of the net primary

product of land-based photosynthesis
(Vitousek et al., 1986).

Taking thirty-five years as the dou-

bling time of the humanscale (i.e. popu-
lation times per capita resource use) and
calculating backwards, we go from the
present 40 per cent to only 10 per centfull

in just two doubling times or 70 years,
which is about an average lifetime. Also
‘full’ here is taken as 100 per cent human
appropriation of the net product of pho-
tosyrithesis, which on the face of it would

seem to be ecologically quite unlikely and

socially undesirable (only the most recal-
citrant species would remain wild — all
others would be managed for human
benefit). In other words, effective fulness
occurs at less than 100 per cent human
pre-emption of net photosynthetic prod-
uct, and there is much evidence that long
tun human carrying capacity is reached at
less than the existing 40 per cent (see
Goodland, Chapter 1). Theworld has rap-
idly gone from relatively empty (10 per
cent full) to relatively full (40 per cent
full). Although 40 per cent is less than half
it makes sense to think of it as indicating
relative fulness because it is only one
doubling time away from 80 per cent, a
figure that represents excessive fullness.

This change has been faster than the

speed with which fundamental economic

paradigms shift. According to physicist

Max Planck, a newscientific paradigm tri-

umphs noi by convincing the majority of

its opponents, but because its opponents

eventually die. There has not yet been

time for the empty—world economists to

die, and meanwhile they have been

cloning themselves faster than they are
dying by maintaining tight control over

their guild. The disciplinary structure of

knowledge in modern economics is far

tighter than that of the turn—-of-the-cen-

tury physics that was Planck's model.

Full-world economicsis not yet accepted

as academically legitimate; indeed it is not

even recognized as a challenge.’

Anotherreason for failing to note the

watershed changein the pattern of scar-
city is that in order to speak of a limiting
factor, the factors must be thought of as

complementary. If factors are good sub-

stitutes, then a shortage of one does not

significantly limit the productivity of the

other. A standard assumption of neo-

classical economics has been thatfactors
of production are highly substitutable.
Although other models of production
have considered factors as not at all sub-

stitutable (e.g. the total complementarity
ofthe Leontiefmodel), the substitutability
assumption has dominated. Conse-
quently the very idea ofa limiting factor
was pushed into the background.If fac-
tors are substitutes rather than comple-
ments then there can be nolimiting factor
and hence no new era based on a change

of the limiting role from one factor to
another. It is therefore important to be
very clear on the issue of comple-
mentarity versus substitutability.”

The productivity of human-made
capital is more and more limited by the
decreasing supply of complementary

natural capital. Ofcourse in the past when
the scale of the human presence in the
biosphere was low, human—made capital
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played thelimiting role. The switch from

human-made to natural capital as the lim-
iting factor is thus a function of the in-

creasing scale and impact of the human
presence. Natural capital is the stock that

yields the flow of natural resources—the
forest that yields the flow of cut timber;
the petroleum deposits that yield the flow
ofpumped crude oil, the fish populations
in the sea that yield the flow of caught
fish. The complementary nature of natu-
ral and human-made capital is made ob-
vious by asking what good a saw mill is
without a forest; a refinery without petro-
leum deposits; a fishing boat without
populations offish.

Beyond some point in the accumu-

lation of human-madecapital it is clear

thar the limiting factor on production will
be remaining natural capital. For exam-
ple, the limiting factor determining the
fish catch is the reproductive capacity of
fish populations, not the number offish-
ing boats; for gasoline the limiting factor
is petroleum deposits, not refinery
capacity; and for many types ofwood it is
remaining forests, not saw-mill capacity.

Costa Rica and peninsular Malaysia, for

example, now must import timber to keep
their saw mills employed. One country
can accumulate human-made capital and
“deplete natural capital to a greater extent
only if another country does it to a lesser
extent—for example, Costa Rica must
import timber from somewhere. The
demands of complementarity between
human-made and natural capital can be
evaded within 2 nation only if they are
respected between nations.

Of course multiplying specific exam-
ples of complementarity between natural
and human-made capital will never

suffice to prove the general case. But the
examplesgiven above at least serve to add
concreteness to the more general argu-
ments for the complementarity hypothesis
given in the next section.

Because of the complementary rela-
tion between human-made and natural

capital the very accumulation of human-

made capital puts pressure on natural
capital stocks to supply an increasing

flow of natural resources. When that flow
reaches a size that can no longer be main-

tained there is a big temptation to supply

the annualflow unsustainably by liquida-
tion of natural capital stocks, thus post-
poning the collapse in the value of the

complementary human—made capital. In-

deed in the era of empty-world econom-
ics, natural resources and natural capital
were considered free goods (except for

extraction or harvest costs). Consequently

the value of human-madecapital was un-

der no threat from scarcity of a comple-
mentary factor. In the era of full-world

economics this threatis real and is met by

liquidating stocks of natural capital to
temporarily keep up the flows of natural

resources that support the value of
human-made capital. Hence the problem

of sustainability.

More on complementarity versus
substitutability

The main issue is the relation between

natural capital that yields a flow ofnatural
resources and services that enter the

process of production, and the human-
made capital that serves as an agentin the
process for transforming the resource in-
flow into 2 product outflow.Is the flow of
natural resources (and the stock of natu-
ral capital that yields that flow) substitut-
able by human-made capital? Clearly one
resource can substitute for another—we
can transform alumiuium instead of cop-
per into electric wire. We can also sub-
stitute labour for capital, or capital for
labour, to a significant degree even
though the characteristic of comple-
mentarity is also important. For example,
we can have fewer carpenters and more
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power saws, or fewer power saws and
more carpenters andstill build the same

house. But more pilots cannot substitute

for feweraircraft, once the aircraft are
fully employed.

In other words, one resource can sub-

stitute for another, albeit imperfectly,

because both play the samequalitative role
in production — both are raw materials

undergoing transformation into a product.

Likewise capital and labour are substitut-

able to a significant degree because both

play therole of agentoftransformation of

resource inputs into product outputs. How-

ever, when we cometo substitution across

the roles of transforming agent and mate-
rial undergoing transformation (efficient

cause and material cause), the possibili-
ties uf substitution become very limited

and the characteristic ofcomplementarity is

dominant. For example, we cannot con-
struct the same house with half the lumber

no matter how many extra power saws or
carpenters we try to substitute. Of course

we might substitute brick for lumber, but

then weface the analogouslimitation—we

cannot substitute bricklayers and trowels
for bricks.

The compkmentarity of natural
and human-made capital

The upshotofthese considerationsis that
natural capital (natural resources) and

human-made capital are complements
rather than substitutes. The neo-classical

assumption of near perfect substituta-
bility between natural resources and

human-madecapital is a serious distor-
tion of reality, the excuse of ‘analytical
convenience’ notwithstanding. To see
how serious, just imagine that in fact

human-made capital was indeed a per-
fect substitute for natural resources. Then
it would also be the case that natural re-
sources would be a perfect substitute for
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human-madecapital. Yetif that were so

then we would have had no reason what-

soever to accumulate human-madecapi-

tal, since we were already endowed by

nature with a perfect substitute. Histori-

cally, of course, we did accumulate hu-

man-madecapital long before natural

capital was depleted, precisely because

we needed human-madecapital to make

effective use of the natural capitai
(complementarity!).

It is quite amazing that the substitut-

ability dogma should be held with such

tenacity in the face of such an easy

reductio ad absurdum. Add to that the

fact that capital itself requires natural re-

sourcesfor its production — thatis, the

substitute itself requires the very input

being substituted for — and it is quite

clear that human-made capital and
natural resources are fundamentally com-

plements not substitutes. Substitutability

of capital for resources is limited to re-

ducing waste of materials in process, for

example, collecting sawdust and using a

press (capital) to make chip-board. And

no amountofsubstitution of capital for

resources can ever reduce the mass of

material resource inputs below the mass

of the outputs, given the law of conserva-

tion of matter-enerpy.

Substitutability ofcapital for resources

in aggregate production functionsreflects

largely a changein the total product mix

from resource-intensiveto different capi-
tal-intensive products. It is an artefact of
product aggregation, not factor substitu-

tion (.e. along a given product isoquant).
It is important to emphasizethatit is this
latter meaning of substitution that is un-

der attack here — that is, producing a
given physical product with less natural

resources and more capital. No one de-

nies that it is possible to produce a dif-

ferent productor a different product mix
with less resources. Indeed new products

may be designed to provide the same or
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better service while using fewer re-

sources, and sometimesless labour and

less capital as well. This is technical im-

provement, not substitution of capital for
resources. Light bulbs that give more lu-

mens per watt represent technical

progress, qualitative improvementin the

state of the art, not the substitution of a

quantity of capital for a quantity of natu-

ral resource in the production of a given

quantity of a product.

It may be that economists are speak-

ing loosely and metaphoricallywhen they

claim that capital is a near perfect substi-

tute for natural resources. Perhaps they

are counting as‘capital’ all improvements

in knowledge, technology, managerial

skills, etc. — in short anything that would

increase the efficiency with which re-
sourcesare used.If this is the usage then

‘capital’ and resources would by defini-

tion be substitutes in the same sensethat
moreefficient use of a resource is a sub-
stitute for using more ofthe resource. But
to definecapitalas efficiency would make
a mockery of the neoclassical theory of

production, where efficiency is a ratio of
output to input, and capital is a quantity

of input.
The productivity ofhuman-made capi-

tal is more and more limited by the de-

creasing supply of complementary natural

capital. Of course in the past when the
scale of the human presence in the bio-
sphere was low, human-madecapital
played the limiting role. The switch from
human-madeto natural capitalas the lim-
iting factoris thus a Function ofthe increas-
ing scale of the human presence.

More on natural capital

Thinking of the natural environment as
‘natural capital’ is in some ways unsatis-
factory, but useful within limits. We may
define capital broadly as a stock of some-
thing thatyields a flow of useful goods or

services. Traditionally capital was defined

as produced means of production, which
weare here calling human-madecapital in

distinction to natural capital, which,

though not made by people, is never-

theless functionally a stock that yields a

flow of useful goods and services. We can

distinguish renewable from non—-renew-

able, and marketed from non—marketed

natural capital, giving four cross catego-

ries. Pricing natural capital, especially

non—marketable natural capital,is so faran

intractable problem,but onethat need not
be faced here.All that need be recognized

for the present argumentis that natural

capital consists of physical stocks that are

complementary to human-madecapital.

We have learned to use a concept of
humancapital that departs even more fun-
damentally from the standard definition of
capital. Human capital cannot be bought

and sold, though it can be rented. Al-

thoughit can be accumulated it cannot be

inherited without effort by bequest as can
ordinary human-madecapital, but must be

learned anew by each generation. Natural
capital, however, is more like traditional

human-made capitalin that it can be be-

queathed. Overall the concept of natural
capital is less a departure from the tradi-

tional definition ofcapital is the commonly
used notion of humancapital.

There is a troublesome subcategory of

marketed natural capital that is intermedi-

ate between natural and human-made,
which we might refer to as ‘cultivated
natural capital’, consisting of such things
as plantation forests, herds of livestock,

agricultural crops,fish bred in ponds,etc.
Cultivated natural capital supplies the raw
material input complementary to human-

made capital, but does not provide the
wide range of natural ecological services
characteristic ofnatural capital proper (for
example, eucalyptus plantations supply
timber to the saw mill and may even re-
duce erosion, but they do not provide a
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wildlife habitat nor do they preserve

biodiversity). Investment in the cultivated

natural capital of a forest plantation, how-

ever, is useful not only forthe timber, but

as a way ofeasing the pressure oftimber
interests on the remaining true natural

capital of real forests.

Marketed natural capital can, subject to
the importantsocial corrections for com-
mon property and myopicdiscounting, be

left to the market. Non—-marketed natural

capital, both renewable and non-renew-
able, will be the most troublesome cat-

egory. Remaining natural forests should in

many cases be treated as non-marketed

natural capital, and only replanted areas
treated as marketed natural capital. Inneo-

classical terms the external benefits ofre-

maining natural forests might be consid-
ered ‘infinite’ thus removing them from

market competition with other (inferior)
uses, Most neo~classical economists, how-

ever, have a strong aversion to any impu-
tation ofan ‘infinite’ or prohibitive price to
anything.

Policy implications of the
turning point

In this new full-world era, investment
must shift from human-made capital accu-
mulation towards natural capital preser-
vation and restoration. Also, technology
should be aimed at increasing the pro-
ductivity of natural capital more than hu-
man-madecapital. If these two things do
not happen then we will be behaving
uneconomically -- in the most orthodox
sense of the word. Thatis to say, the em-
phasis should shift from technologiesthat

increase the productivity of labour and
human-made capital to those that increase
the productivity of natural capital. This
would occur through market forces if the
price of natural capital were to rise as it
became more scarce. Whatkeeps the price
from rising? In most cases natural capital is
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unowned and consequently non—mar-

keted. Therefore it has no explicit price

and is exploited asif its price were zero.

Even where prices exist on naturalcapital

the market tends to be myopic and exces-

sively discounts the costs offuture scarcity,

especially when under the influence of

economists who teach that accumulating

capital is a near perfect substitute for de-

pleting natural resources!
Natural capital productivity is in-

creased by: (a) increasing the flow (net

growth) of natural resources per unit of

natural stock (limited by biological growth

rates); (b) increasing product output per
unit of resource input (limited by mass
balance); and especially (c) increasing the
end-use efficiency with which the result-
ing product yields servicesto the final user

(limited by technology). We have already

argued that complementarity severely lim-

its what we should expect from (b), and
complex ecological interrelations and the
law of conservation of matter-energy will
limit the increase from (a). Therefore the
focus should be mainly on (c).

The above factors limit productivity
from the supply side. From the demand
side tastes may provide a limit to the eco-
nomic productivity ofnatural capitalthatis
more stringent than the limit of biological
productivity. For example, game ranching

and fruit-and-nut gathering in a natural
tropical forest may, in terms of biomass be
more productive than cattle ranching. But
undeveloped tastes for game meat and

tropical fruit may make this use less prof-
itable than the biologically more produc-
tive use. In this case a changein tastes can

increase the biological productivity with
which the land is used.

Since human-made capital is owned

by the capitalist we can expect thatit will
be maintained with an interest to increas-
ing its productivity. Labour power, which
is a stock that yields the useful services of

labour, can be treated in the same way as
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human-made capital. Labour poweris
owned bythe labourerwho hasaninterest

in maintaining it and enhancingits pro-

ductivity. But non—marketed natural capi-

tal (the water cycle, the ozonelayer, the

atmosphere,etc.) is not subject to owner-

ship, and noself-interested social class can

be relied upon to protect it from over-
exploitation.

If the thesis argued above were ac-

cepted by development economists and

the multilateral development banks, what

policy implications would follow? Therole

of the multilateral development banks in
the new era would be increasingly to make

investments that replenish the stock and

that increase the productivity of natural

capital. In the past, developmentinvest-

ments havelargely aimed atincreasing the

stock and productivity of human-made
capital. Instead of investing mainly in

saw-miils, fishing—boats and refineries,

development banks should now invest

more in reforestation, restocking of fish
populations and renewable substitutes
for dwindling reserves of petroleum. The
latter should include investmentin energy
efficiency, as it is impossible to restock

petroleum deposits.
Since natural capacity to absorb wastes

is also a vital resource, investments that

preserve that capacity (e.g. pollution re-
duction) also increase in priority. For

marketed natural capital this will not
represent a revolutionary change. For
non—marketed natural capitalitwill be more
difficult, but even here economic develop-
ment agencies have experience in investing

in complementary public goods such as

education, legal systems, public infrastruc-
ture and population control. Investments
in limiting the growth-rate of the human
population are of greatest importance in
managing a world that has becomerela-
tively full. Like human-made capital, la-
bour poweris also complementary with
natural resources and its growth can

increase demandfor natural resources be-
yondthe capacity of natural capital to sus-

tain supply.

Perhaps the clearest policy implication

of the full-world thesis is that the level of

percapita resource use ofthe rich countries

cannotbegeneralized to the poor, given the

current world population. Present total re-
source use levels are already unsustainable,

and multiplying them by a factor of 5 to 10

as envisaged in the Brundtland Report,al-

beit with considerable qualification, is

ecologically impossible. As a policy of

growth becomesless possible, the impor-

tance of redistribution and population
control as measures to combat poverty
increase correspondingly. In a full world

both human numbers and percapita re-

source use must be constrained. Poor

countries cannot cut per capita resource

use, indeed they mustincrease it to reacha

sufficiency, so their focus must be mainly

on population control. Rich countries can

cut both, and for those that have already

reached demographic equilibrium the

focus would be more onlimiting per capita

consumption to make resourcesavailable
for transfer to help bring the poor up to
sufficiency. Investments in the areas of

population control and redistribution

*herefore increase in priority for develop-
ment agencies.

Investing in natural capital (non-
marketed) is essentially an infrastructure

investment on a grandscale andin the most
fundamental sense of infrastructure — that
is, the biophysical infrastructure of the
entire human niche, not just the within-
niche public investments that support the
productivity of the private investments.
Rather we are now talking about invest-

ments in biophysical infrastructure (‘infra--
infrastructure’) to maintain the productivity
of all previous economic investments in
human-madecapital, be they public or
private, by investing in rebuilding the re-
maining natural capital stocks that have
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cometo be limitative. Indeed, in the new

era the World Bank's official name, The
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development, should emphasize the word

reconstruction and redefine it to refer to

reconstruction of natural capital devas-

tated by rapacious ‘development’, as

opposed to the historical meaning of

reconstruction of human-madecapital in

Europe devastated by the Second World

War. Since ourability actually to re~create
natural capital is very limited, such in-

vestments will have to be indirect —- that

is, conserve the remaining natural capital
and encourageits natural growth by re-

ducing ourlevel of current exploitation.

This includes investing in projects that
relieve the pressure on these natural

capital stocks by expanding cultivated

naturalcapital (plantationforests to relieve
ptessure on natural forests), and by in-

creasing end-use efficiency of products.
The difficulty with infrastructure in-

vestments is that their productivity shows

up in the enhanced return to other invest-
ments, and is therefore difficult both to

calculate and to collect for loan repay-
ment. Also in the present context these
ecological infrastructure investments are
defensive and restorative in nature -~ that
is, they will protect existing rates of return

from falling more rapidly than otherwise,
rather than raising their rate of return to a
higher level. This circumstance will
dampen the political enthusiasm for such
investments, but will not alter the eco-
nomic logic favouring them. Past high
tates of return to human-madecapital
were possible only with unsustainable
rates ofuse of natural resources and conse-
quent (uncounted) liquidation of natural
capital. We are now learning to deduct
natural capital liquidation from our meas-
ure of national income (see Ahmad et al.,
1989).

The new era of sustainable devel-
opment will not permit natural capital
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liquidation to count as a income,and will

consequently require that we become

accustomedto lowerrates of return on

human-madecapita! — rates on the order

ofmagnitude ofthe biological growth rates

of natural capital, as that will be the limit-

ing factor. Once investments in natural

capital have resulted in equilibrium stocks

that are maintained but not expanded

(yielding a constanttotal resource flow),

then all further increase in economic wel-
fare would have to comefrom increasesin

pure efficiency resulting from improve-

ments in technology and clarification of

priorities. Certainly investments are being

made in increasing biological growth-

rates, and the adventof genetic engineer-

ing will add greatly to this thrust. However,

experience to date (e.g. the green revolu-

tion) indicates that higher biologicalyield

rates usually require the sacrifice of some

other useful quality (disease resistance,

flavour, strength of stalk).
In any case the law of conservation of

matter~energy cannot be evaded by genet-

ics: that is, more food from plantor animal

implies either more inputs or less matter-
energy going to the non-food structures

and functions of the organism. To avoid
ecological backlashes will require leader-
ship and clarity ofpurpose onthepart ofthe

development agencies. To carry the argu-

ments for infrastructure investments into
the area of biophysical/environmental
infrastructure or natural capital replenish-

mentwill require new thinking by devel-

opment economists. Since much natural

capital is not only public but globally public

in nature, the United Nations seems indi-

cated to take a leadershiprole.
Consider some specific cases of bio-

spheric infrastructure investments and the
difficulties they present. First, a largely de-
forested country will need reforestation to

keep the complementary human-made
capital of saw mills (carpentry, cabinet-
making skills, etc.) from losing their
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value. Of course the deforested country

could for a time resort to importing tim-
ber. To protect the human-madecapitalof
dams from silting up the lakes behind

them, the water-catchment areas feeding

the lakes mustbe reforested or original
forests protected to prevent erosion and
siltation. Agricultural investments de-

pending onisrigation can become worth-
less without forested waier catchment

areas that recharge aquifers.

Second, at a global level enormous

stocks of human-madecapital and natural
capital are threatened by depletion ofthe
ozone layer, although the exact conse-

quencesare too uncertain to be predicted.

The greenhouseeffect is a threat to the

value of all coastal and climatically de-

pendantcapital, be it human-made (port
cities, wharves, beach resorts) or natural

(estuarine breeding grounds for fish and

shrimp). And if the natural capital of fish

populations diminishes due to loss of
breeding grounds, then the value of the
human-madecapital of fishing boats and

canneries will also be diminished in value,
as will the labour power(specialized hu-
man capital) devoted to fishing, canning,
etc. We have begun to adjust national ac-
counts forthe liquidation of natural capital,
but have not yet recognized that the value

of complementary human-made capital

must also be written down as the natural
capital that it was designed to exploit dis-
appears, Eventually the market will auto-
matically lower the valuation offishing
boats as fish disappear, so perhaps no ac-
counting adjustments are called for. But ex
ante policy adjustments aimed at avoiding
the expastwriting down ofcomplementary

human-madecapital, whether by market

or accountant mechanisms,is certainly

called for.

Initial policy response to the
historical turning point

Although there is as yet no indication of

the degree to which development econo-
mists would agree with the thesis argued

here, three United Nations agencies

(World Bank, UNEP and UNDP) have nev-

ertheless embarked ona project, however

exploratory and modest,of biospheric in-

frastructure investment known asthe Glo-

bal Environment Facility, which would

provide concessional funding for pro-

grammesinvesting in the preservation or

enhancementoffourclasses of biospheric

infrastructure or non-marketed natural

capital. These are: (a) protection of the
ozonelayer; (b) reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions; (c) protection of interna-

tional water resources; (d) and protection
ofbiodiversity.

Ifthe thesis argued here is correct, then

investments ofthis type should eventually

become very important in the lending

portfolios of development banks. Like-
wise, the thesis would provide theoretical

justification and guidance for presentef-
forts to fund the Global Environmental

Facility andits likely extensions. It would

seem that the ‘new era’ thesis merits seri-

ousdiscussion, both inside and outside the
multilateral development banks, espe-

cially since it appears that our practical
policy response to the reality of the new

era has already outrun ourtheoretical

understandingofit. w
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Notes

1. For an analysis ofeconomics as an academicdiscipline see Part I of Daly and Cobb

(1989).

2. The usual Hicks~Allen definition ofcomplementarity and substitutibility is: ‘if a rise in

thej th factorprice, which reduces the use of thej th factor, increases (resp. reduces) the

use ofthe ith factorfor each fixed [level of output], iis a substitute (resp. complement)

for? (Takayama, 1985). In a model with only twofactors it follows from this definition

that the factors must be substitutes. If they were complements thena rise in the price of

one ofthem would reduce the use ofboth factors while output remained constant, which

is impossible. The customary diagrammatic use of two-factor models thus reinforces the

focus on substitutibility by effectively defining complementarity outofexistence in the

two-factorcase. In the Leontief model of L-shaped isoquants (fixed co~efficients) the

above definition simply breaks down because the reduction in use ofone factor inevitably

causes a reduction in output, which the definition requires must remain constant. Forthe

argumentofthis chapter we need appeal only to ‘complementarity’in the sense of a

limitingfactor. A factor becomes limiting when an increase in the otherfactor(s) will not

increase output, but an increase in the factor in question (the limiting factor) will increase

output.Fora limiting factorall that is needed is that the isoquant becomeparallel to one

of the axes. Andforthe practical argumentofthis chapter‘nearly parallel’ wouldalso be

quite sufficient.
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On the strategy oftrying to reduce
economic inequality by expanding the
scale ofhuman activity

Trygve Haavelmo and Stein Hansen

The great dilemma

Sustainable development as advocated in

the Brundtland Commission Report
CWCED, 1987) requires a rate of global

economic growth and distribution of as-

sets and income that would allow devel-

oping countries to achieve a significant per
capita increase in disposable income as a
basis for achievingalleviation of poverty.
Invariably, policy statements to this effect
mean a strategy whereby the standards of

the poorare lifted towards the level of the

well-to-do and to the forms of consump-
tion and investments seen in the industri-
alized countries today.

Such policy statements appear to be
founded on a beliefthatthere are, andwill
be in the future concerns of society, no
serious limits to material growth. Thevari-
ous factors of production, such as natural
resources, human-madecapital, and la-
bour, are assumed to be substitutable so
that a shortage of one does notsignifi-
cantly limit the productivity of another.

At the same time the WCED expresses
serious concern about the global conse-
quences of human activity in the way of
pollution, exhaustion of resources, and

generally the dangerofa deteriorating en-

vironment that future generations must

live in. Such concerns appearto reflect the

belief that there are — and will increas-

ingly be— seriouslimits to growth,thatis,

someofthe key factors of production are

complementary rather than substitutable.

Morespecifically, as Herman Daly (see

Chapter 2) has putit, the concern ex-
presses a suspicion thatan ever-increasing

flow of natural resources input in’ produc-

tion processes to sustain the required

growth inevitably results in liquidating the
natural capital stock that suppliesthis flow.

Human-madecapital is made from inputs
of labourand naturalcapital, and serves as
an agentalong with labourin the process
of transforming the resource flow into an |
utility-yielding output flow. If this very
resource flow is reduced or disappears, the
productivity of the transformation agents

(i.e. human-made capital and labour) is
reduced.Forexample, whatis the value of
a sawmill without a forest to supply logs,

orfishing boats withouta fish population
to catch? Thus complementarity rather
than substitutability between the flow of
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natural resources on the one hand, and
human~madecapital on the other, must be

recognizedas a clear possibility, and con-

sidered for inclusion as a fundamentalas-

sumption for economic planning. This

implies that the very accumulation of hu-

man-made capital puts increasing pres-

sure on naturalcapital stocks to supply an

increasing flow of natural resources to

sustain the productivity of human-made
capital.

The case ofnatural resource cultivation

suchas farmingillustrates this. Agricultur-

alists established long ago that the basic

principle of farming is to changethe local

natural system into one which produces

more of the goods desired by people. This

human-madesystem is an artificial con-

struction that requires continuous eco-

nomic inputs obtained fromthenatural en-

vironment to maintain its output level.

Muchofthe farming inputis thus nothing

but an effort to prevent the established

artificial state of the land from declining

towards an unproductive (from a human

perspective) low-level state; most likely

lower than the natural state prior to farm-
ing ofthe land (Ruthenberg, 1980).

Fundamentally, rearrangement of

matter is the central physical fact about
the economic process, Matter cannot be
destroyed in the economic system,it can

merely be converted or dissipated. These

transformation processes generate wastes
someofwhich can be economically recy-

cled, whereas others cannot. To the extent
that nature's capacity to assimilate such

wastes is or becomes inadequate, wastes
will accumulate. Energy is degraded in

these transformations. This meansthatlit-
tle bylittle the capacity to rearrange matter
is irtevocably used up. Energy flows also

drive the basic physical, chemical and

biologicallife-support systems, such as air,

water and soils. It is eventually the capac-
ity'ofthese systems thatwill limit the scale
of humanactivity, that is, long-term
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global economic growth (Haavelmo, 1971).

Sustainable development implies a

perspective of several generations or cen-
turies. Clearly, a development where

population andpercapita use of the plan-

et's finite resources both grow signifi-

cantly, cannot go onindefinitely. Even if

population andthe level of economic ac-

tivity were kept stationary, accumulation

of pollutants would grow very rapidly be-

cause of the growth of entropy beyond

nature's capacity ofself repair. Entropy is a

concept borrowed, somewhatfreely, from

physics. The concept as used here can be

defined as an index measuring the total

accumulated pile of useless or harmful

wastes produced by humanactivities over

a relevant span of recent economic history

(Haavelmo, 1971).

The politically widely acclaimed

WCED-definition of sustainable develop-

mentinvariably implieslifting the bottom

rather than lowering the top. Successful

achievementof global equity goals, via

growth and economic efficiency as con-

ventionally measured in the national in-

come accounts, will contradict the envi-

ronmental dimensions of sustainable de-

velopment (Asian Development Bank,

1990). Even the most sturdy ship will
eventually sink if the cargo is too big.

There is little comfort in the fact that the
cargo was optimally allocated and fairly

distributed at the time ofsinking! (Daly and

Cobb, 1989).
To makepolitical difficulties worse,

even with wide acceptance that lowering
the top is required, continued accumula-
tive strain on the natural resource base

would be the likely outcome, albeit at a

reduced rate. The development process

has a tremendous momentum.It can be
likened to a journey. You start out from

Manila and yourdestinationis Bali. Instead
you head north towards Tokyo. Youreal-

ize that the direction oftravel will not bring
you to Bali. Therefore, you reduce your
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travelling speed, that is, you slow down

but you do not change yourdirection. Al-

thoughthis will postpone yourtimeofar-

rival in Tokyo,it will not bring you any

closer to Bali! (Haavelmo, 1980; Asian

Development Bank, 1990).

The technological optimistic view

History is full of technological pessimists.

The economists of the nineteenth century

saw the natural resource base asa limiting

factor that would eventually drive the pro-

ductivity of the transformative agents —

labour and capital — downto a level cor-

respondingto a subsistence standard of

living (Blaug, 1962). Some of them pre-
dicted the industrial revolution would end

as coal mines were exhausted. Most

doomsday forecasters did not foresce the

ability of society, through humancapital

formation and organization of societies, to

improve human-madecapital so as to fa-

cilitate an unprecedented rate of natural

resource extraction to meet rapidly in-

creasing and diversifying consumer de-

mands,thusyielding very attractive returns

on human-madecapital and labour in

manysocieties.

Manypeople today look upon those

who warn against pollution and exhaus-

tion of resources as technological pessi-

mists. On the other hand, technological

optimism is based ona faith in scientific

developmentandtechnological progress.

Thoughts from the field of decisions

under uncertainty also enter the picture.

There is the question of who hasthe bur-

den ofproof; the optimistor the pessimist?

Here we find two extreme views. One is

that because we do not know forcertain

that the future will be difficult, why worry?

The other view is that we should be con-

cerned aboutthe future because we can-

not be sure thatit will not be difficult. Both

views risk making mistaken predictions.

Even if we could estimate the chances of

correct or mistaken predictions, there is

the question of which mistake is the more

serious? Here there is a strong degree of

asymmetry. Theirreversible effects of an

optimistic reckless policyis likely to be

vastly more difficult to cope with than that

of a more cautious pessimistic policy

(Haavelmo, 1954, 1970; Hansen, 1969).

Technological development — which

is qualitative progress and thus fundamen-

tally different from quantitative substitu-

tion of human~madecapitalfor naturalre-

sources (see Daly, Chapter 2)—could take

place along twolinesrelevantto the issues

at stake here. The oneline is improvement

in the ability to use available resources at

anytime to produce more and more goods.

The otherline reduces the negative effects

of growing entropy. Possibly technologi-

cal ability in the methods of producing

wanted goods and services could develop

faster than the negative eiiects of growing

entropy. Even if the negative effects of

entropy kept increasing, conceivably

peoplein the future would prefer twice as

many goods as we have today, evenifthey

had to wear gas masks.It is even possible

that humantastes and preferences would

gradually develop in this direction. But

there is a fundamental flaw in this opti-

mistic line of reasoning.

If the developmentof the production

ofgoods andserviceshas reached

a

certain

level at which entropy growsin spite of

cleaning efforts, the further development

of the ability to produce goods andserv- .

ices has to go onincreasing.Ifthe ability to

produce goods andservices should level

off at a higherlevel,it is just a question of

time for the negative effects of entropy to

catch up with development. In other

words, one would have to produce goods

andservicesat a steadily increasing rate in

order to stave off the growing effects of

entropy that would creep up as time goes

on (Haavelmo,1971). Even worse, lower-

ing entropy of the economic subsystem
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requires increasing the entropyofthe rest

ofthe system (environment). Since ‘the rest

ofthe system’ includes the sun, the inevi-

table entropy increase can be charged to

the solar account, but only for a solar-

based economy,not a fossil-fuel—based

economy(Daly, 1991).

If we could be sure that this eternal

chase is according to the informed prefer-

ences of society, there is of course not

much to be added. The sacred status of
consumer sovereignty is the key in this

connection. But to what extent do people

know whatthey are doingin the long run?

Or, more profoundly, to what extentis it
possible at all for people as individuals to
make the choice of their future path of

development? (Haavelmo, 1954, 1970,
1971).

The principle ofthe free market
will not provide the answer

As is well known,the free-market mecha-

nism with equilibrium prices has certain

optimal properties. But there are many as-

sumptions that have to be fulfilled in order
to ensure these properties. A fundamental
assumptionis that there are no collective
(or external) side-effects of production or
consumption, in addition to what indi-

viduals consideras the immediate product

of interest to them. If collective side~ef-
fects (externalities) are substantial and im-
portant, the classical doctrine of the

blessings of free trade simply becomesir-
relevant as a guideline for economic

policy. This is a conclusion that any serious
student of economicscan verify by means
of standard economic textbook theory.

There are three kinds ofside-effects of
a collective nature that are importantin the

present context: (a) the production of im-
mediate pollution in the process of pro-
duction, or production pollution; (b) the
indirect effects of the pollution produced,
byconsumers as a by-product oftheir

4

enjoying the goods andservices they buy,

or consumption pollution; and (c) the

negative effects of entropy andits impact

on environmental deterioration, or envi-

ronmentalpollution.

Every day we hear complaints from

producers thattheir business would not be

profitable if they had to pay for the pollu-

tion and environmental deterioration that

they cause. We can observe a rapidly

growing marketfor shipping toxic, carci-

nogenic and other waste materials from

production and consumptionin industrial-

ized countries to developing countries for

dumpingorrecycling. There the laws and

regulations on handling, recycling, dump-

ing and storageare often more lenient than

those in industrialized economies, where

the negative hazards and crowdingeffects
ofthe accumulating undesirable waste are

becomingtoo costly for comfort.

Consumers are led to overestimate the

value ofthe goods andservices they buy

because they take the ‘surroundings’ or

natural environment as something given

free in any case. This was already well
known from the writings of Pigou (1920).

In addition to all this comes the human

weakness of preferring present goods to

future goods,as waspointed out100 years

ago vy von Boehm-Bawerk (1891).

Thisillustrates the difficulty of relying
on individual action to make a wise choice

from the point ofview ofthe distant future.
It is extremely difficult to modify a free-
market system by meansoftaxes and sub-

sidies in orderto take care ofall the side-
effects not included in the simple free-

market framework. Recent economichis-

tory is full ofillustrations ofhow it has been

found necessary torestrict private market

forces by publicly invoked constraints.
The core message from these consid-

erations can be further strengthened by
addressing the very important current
problem in many countries of providing

employmentfortheir labour force. Here
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the real economic problem has been

turned almost on its head. The idea of
regular and ‘respectable’ employment

among employees is one of working and

receiving income from an employer who

can pay the wages because what is pro-
duced can be sold profitably in the market
Piace.Individual emplevzes cannot make

it their business to decide whether or not

what they produce is desirable from a

general point of view. According to the

principle of consumer sovereignty, if

there is a marke’. for what the employee
helps to produce, then somebody must

prefer the product. Hence it is a good
thing. Whatever side-effects employees si-
multaneously help to produce (e.g. envi-

ronmental damage) they cannot be
blamed for, because their partial influence
on such side-effects is infinitesimal when

compared with their immediate gain from
their work and income.

Will technological advances benefit
the strong or the weak?

Two conflicting responsesare, first, that
advancesin technological skill and know-

how will benefit the strong more than the

weak. li, however, the strong (like other

people)are primarily selfish, the outcome
widens inequality in the world. This ten-
dency is further exacerbated if those
who develop technical advances focus

on consumer goods andservices for a
high standard ofliving, rather than fo-
cusing On more elementary improve-

ments of using the world’s resources to
benefit the poor.

Second, however,is the possibility that
increasing ability to use resources more
effectively and reduce pollution could be

used to help those whoare less fortunate

and less able to take care of themselves.
The disputed ‘trickle down’ theory could
perhaps lead to such an outcome even
with the strong being primarily selfish.It is

beyond economic theory to speculate on

the final conclusion as to what might be

the outcome of such conflicting

tendencies.

What kind ofNorth-South trade
and aid co-operation?

Governments and individuals have for

decades assumed natural resource inputs

to be abundant, whereas human-made

capital and skilled labour needed to trans-

form the natural resourcesinto useful con-

sumption and investment goods have

been considered the scarce factors. A con-

sequence of such perceptions and their
penetration into commodity market for-

mation has been the fall in relative raw-

material prices in world markets. This has

contributed to a widening of the gap be-

tweenindustrialized and manynaturalre-

source-dependentdeveloping countries.

Such deterioration has been further in-

tensified as a consequence of the global
trend-setting production and consumption

patterns of rich countries. Poor countries
are then tempted to exhaust their own

valuable natural resource stocks at low

prices in return for imported machinery

and consumer goods. Export is not an end
in itself. Export only serves a purpose if it

can finance useful imports. Developing

countries should realize they must strin-

gently avoid exports they cannot afford.

Strategies to enhance exports of many
staple agricultural products should be

critically revisited. Such goods face low
demandelasticities in world markets.In-

dividually, each exporter takes the world
market price as given. In the aggregate,
however, the simultaneous implementa-
tion of such strategies by many drives the
price down dramatically as they all reach
their production targets. In the end, the
export revenue might fall short of paying
for the imported machinery, implements,
pesticides, etc., required to produce for
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export. The outcome is financial crisis and

reduced capability to service increased

debt burdens. Such trade includes not only

the sale of non-renewable minerals and
harvests from soils, forests and oceans, but

an increasing use of poor countries’ soils

as dumps and recycling sites for undesir-
able waste from industrial production and
consumption.

Although manypositive things can be

said aboutliberalizing and thus increasing

trade, the structure of trade, as we knowit

at present, is a curse from the perspective

of sustainable development(Asian Devel-

opment Bank, 1990). A drive for efficient

resource use in the presence ofsignificant
environmental externalities and other

market imperfections, requires full-cost

pricing of resources in all applications.
This in turn implies a need for substantial

intervention at national and supra-na-

tional levels into wise free-market

forces ofdomestic and international trade.
Otherwise countries that practice full-cost
internalization would, in the short-run,

lose out to countries that did not, in a re-

gime offree trade.
Poor countries should begin to recog-

nize the approaching scarcity of some of

their natural resources, and plan their ex-

ploitation accordingly. International and

national policies pursued in a complex

world of conflicting individual and group

demands must cometo grips with ap-
proaching natural resource constraints.

The global production structure is rapidly
approaching a situation where therelative

scarcity of inputfactors is about to be re-
versed. Increasingly, it is the sustainable

flows from natural resource stock that are
becomingthe limiting production factors,
not human-made capital and skilled la-
bour (see Daly, Chapter 2).

This is clearly indicated by the rapid
emergence of the technologically ad-
vanced ‘intermediate’ input category that
could be labelled cultivated natural capital,

«4

that is ‘green revolution’ agriculture, hy-

brid plantation forests, fish farming, etc.

However, such highly efficient artificial

natural resources may lack the robust

biodiversity dimensions of indigenous
natural resources, Although being inter-

mediate between natural and human-

madeinputs, they are far from perfect

long-term substitutes for indigenous

natural resources; they are in fact subject

to the growth of entropy constraints on

economic development identified above
as a key growth dilemma.

This emergingnew bargaining position

is what the poor countries need to prepare

for while they still have something to bar-

gain with. This requires preparation ofde-

velopment plans and programmesfor

what the countries’ economic activities

should looklike in the long run.Structural

and sectoral adjustments, including

changes in domestic price policies, and

international debt managementwill be

important components of plans for sus-

tainable development (Hansen, 1989,

1990).
Aid co-operation with the purpose of

assisting poor countries to develop to-
wards the same pattern of polluting con-

sumerism as the Westis no contribution to

sustainable development. It will result in

continued rent transfer from natural re-

source-endowed developing countries to

rich countries supplying the South with

machinery for speedier resource extrac-

tion, which will result in keeping down

their prices of natural resources.
Onthe other hand, aid co~operation

with the purpose ofassisting in the devel-
opment of location specific technologies

and patterns of consumption adapted to

local, cultural and habitual patterns in or-
der to enhance human development and
quality oflife in a sustainable way should

be strongly endorsed.
Such assistance could serve as an eye-

opener to the rich donors, and thus help
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them in the process towards a sustainable

world. One possible way to operationalize
the concept ofsustainable developmentin

economic planning and aid co-operation

is by means ofso-called compensatory in-

vestments (Pearce et al., 1969).
Already, some power-generating com-

panies in industrialized countries have de-

cided that their long-term prospects will
benefit from undertaking measures to
counter the environmental impact from in-

creased carbon—dioxide emission. Tree
planting at home or in another country, or

installation of more energy-efficient de-

vices in poor countries where the casts of

reducing emissions are well below those

at home, are real world examples. One

could foresee virgin tropical forests take on
increased financial value to the owners if
leased out to preserve biodiversity, to

provide a natural and sustainable habitat
for indigenous people, or to prevent a re-
duction in the global carbon sink capacity.

This maximum sustainable income would

be higher than the present combined fi-
nancial returns to the owners from first

cutting and exporting the logs, and then
raising cattle for a few years, before the

soils become exhausted. With self-im-

posed national emission barriers in rich
countries, such opportunities could soon
provide for new financially and economi-

cally sound trade and aid flows. The re-
quired institutional changes may be mod-
erate (Bohm, 1999).

The outlook: is there a solution?

No matter how people go about managing

this planet and thelife onit, there is always
a ‘solution’. Imagine some extraterrestrial
recording entity keeping some sort of

record of what humanity does on earth,
and the consequencesof it, and there will

always be something to record. The de-
velopment might be somethinglike what
one would conclude from reading Charles

Darwin, that is, development might lead

into some ecological balance as far as hu-

mankind is concerned, including the ca-

tastrophe (from our perspective) that hu-

mankind becomesextinct.

What people mean byaskingfor a so-

lution is presumably something else. This

somethingelse is chen presumablythefol-

lowing. Certain developments are, from

the humanperspective, more desirable

than others. The human mind being ra-

tional is supposed to be able to make a

sensible choice between various feasible

alternatives when it comes to develop-

ment. So the question boils downtothis:Is

there a ‘good’solution,or a solution which

is acceptable?

At least three formidable assumptions
have tobe fulfilled in orderto get a positive
answer to this question. Thefirst is that we

have a fairly good knowledge of the con-

sequences ofalternative paths of human

activities in the future. Knowledgein this
respect has probably made quite a bit of

progress in recent years. The second con-

dition is that there be an addressee to re-
ceive this knowledge and use it. The third

condition is that this body or some other

internationally accepted body be given the

authority and powerto choose the future
path of development and enforce it.

About the last two conditions to be

fulfilled one should havenoillusion. Per-
haps one should settle for the somewhat

cynical answer suggested by some people,

namely that the situation on earth as far as
crowding, pollution and deteriorated en-

vironments are concerned will not be rec-
ognized until the actual situation becomes
much more precarious thanit is today.

This leads to what many might find
paradoxical. Rapid growth and successful
developmentas conventionally measured,

combined with crowding and high popu-
lation densities, could result in a menu of
very few and very costly options for future
development. In contrast, hitherto poor
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growth performance, low levels of infra-

Structure investments, slow use of the

natural resource base, and relatively

sparse population (evenif it is growing

rapidly at present) could leave relatively
more doors open for the choice between

future developments (Haavelmo, 1954).
Perhapsthis is the flavour of optimism we

could present for the peoples of Africa at

this time of hardship.

The opportunities regarding possible

actions for future sustainable develop-

mentare limited and diminishing. It would

noi at all contribute towards sustainable

developmentif nations continue to do as

the bewildered tourist whoin the treeless

sandy desert encountered a hungry lion:

‘But what did you do?’ asked his friend

afterwards. 'I climbed a tree,' said the

tourist. ‘But there were no trees around,'

said his friend. 'Well, what else should I

have done?’said the tourist. (Asian Devel-

opmentBank, 1990).

Conclusion

Policies for more equality invariably start

off that the standard ofthe poorbe lifted
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GNP anda marketprices

Wrongsignalsfor sustainable economic success that mask
environmental destruction

Jan Tinbergen and Roefie Hueting

Society is steeringby thewrong
compass

The marketis rightly considered a mecha-

nism that generates manufactured goods

anc services according to consumerpref-

erence. This mechanism allows culture

and technology to put into practice in-
ventions enriching humanlife. It works

efficiently and stimulates productivity in-

crease, which is the motorraising the

quantity, quality and diversity of manu-

factured goodsthus becomingavailable to

consumers,
An effective measure of the level of

production and its changes from year to

year—the national income—wasdevised
in the 1930s (Tinbergen, quoted in

Hueting, 1980), People working on this

research were well aware that national

income would not form a complete indi-

cator of economic success (welfare). But

given a fair distribution of income and
perfect competition it no longer matters

whatis produced, only how much ofit is
produced. Consequently at that time great
valuewas attached to the compilation ofa
series offigureson thetotal production of
goods andservices. In the 1930s, external

effects, like exvironmental deterioration,
did not yet play an importantrole.

This situation has changeddrastically.

Overthelast forty-five years, the period in

which, based on the above reasoning,

growth ofnational incomehas been given

the highestpriority in economic policy, the

following picture emerges.

The production of manufactured

goods and services has increased

unprecedentedly, but has been accompa-

nied by an unprecedented destruction of

the most fundamental, scarce and conse-
quently economic good at humandis-

posal, namely the environment. This
process has already caused much human
suffering. Much ofwhatare called natural
disasters, such as erosion, flooding and

desertification, is caused by mismanage-

ment of the environment. This process

threatens the living conditions of genera-

tions to come. Furthermore, part of the
growth of national income consists of

production increases in arms, alcohol, to-
baccoand drugs. Fewpeople considerthis

progress. Part of GNP growth is double
counting. Thus, in the System of National
Accounts (SNA) environmentallosses are
notwrittenoffas costs, butexpenditure for
their partial recuperation orcompensation
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is written up as final consumption. The

sameholdstrue forexpenditure onvictims

oftraffic accidents and diseases caused by

consumption, such as smoking.
Increase in production is distributed

very unequally. In rich countries, people

are led to consume more because ofse-

ductive billion-dollar advertising cam-

paigns. But 20 per cent ofthe population

in poor countries are deprived of basic

needs, such as adequate food, shelter,

potable water, taps and toilets. Economic

research has shownthatoncebasic needs

have been met, relative income has a

greater impact on welfare than absolute

income.Finally, production increase has
not prevented persistence of high unem-

ployment world-wide and considerable

child labour.

The market workswell, but notall fac-

tors contributing to human welfare are

captured by it. Consequently, market

prices and economic indicators based on

them, such as national income and cost-

benefit analyses, send misleading signals

tosociety and therefore mustbe corrected.

The factor for which correction is most

urgently neededis theenvironment.

The relationship between growth
and environmental destruction

Environmental degradation is a conse-

quence ofproduction andits growth. The
burden onthe environmentis determined

by the numberof people, the amount of
activity per person and the nature of that

activity. These three factors are all reflected

in the level of national income. The in-

crease and decrease ofthefirst two bur-

dening factors — population and per

capita activity— parallel the increase and

decrease ofproduction levels. Forthe third
factor (the nature of our activities) it
roughly holds that the more burdensome

for the environmentour activities are, the

higher their contribution is to national

$2

income,and vice versa. Thus driving a car

contributes more to GNPthanriding a bi-

cycle. This emerges from ananalysis ofthe

Netherlands national accounts. Thesecto-

tial composition of the Netherlands ac-

counts does not differ appreciably from

that of the United Kingdom,nor probably

from that ofmostother Northern countries.

What follows is therefore by and large

valid for industrialized countries.

Production growth results largely from

increase in productivity, in which the loss

of scarce environmental goods has not

been taker. into account. Increase in la-

bour volumeplays a minorrole. A quarter

to onethird of the activities making up

national income (notably state consump-

tion) do not contribute to its growth, be-

causeincreasein productivity is difficultto

measure. Otheractivities result only in

slight improvements in productivity. Av-

erage annual growth must therefore be

achieved by much higher growth among

the remaining activities. Some 30 per cent

ofactivities generate about 70 per cent of

growth. Unfortunately, these are precisely

the activities which, by their use ofspace,

soil and resourcesorbytheir pollution in

production or consumption, harm the en-

vironment most. These are notably the oil,

petrochemical and metal industries, agri-
culture, public utilities, road building,

transport and mining.

Measuresto save the environmentwill

havethe following effects on growthrates
andon production levels. To maintain cur-

rent life-styles as much as possible, all
available technical measures should be

applied to the fullest extent affordable.

Such measures include end-of—pipe

treatment, process-integrated changes,
recycling, increasing energy efficiency,
terracing agricultural slopes, and

sustainably managing forests. Because

they require extra input of labour, these
measures reduce labour productivity and
therefore raise product prices, which in



turn checks growth of national income

(corrected for double counting). The

check of growth can be alleviated by the

absorption ofunemployed workers, up to

the pointwhere full employment has been

attained.

Saving the environment without caus-

ing a rise in prices and subsequent check

of production growthis only possible ifa

technology is invented that is sufficiently

clean, reduces the use ofspace sufficiently,

leavesthe soil intact, does not deplete en-

ergy and resources (i.e. energy derived

fromthesun and recycling), andis cheaper

(or at least not more expensive) than cur-

rent technology. This is hardly imaginable

for our whole range of currentactivities.

But when such technologies become

available, the above mentionedeffects will

be avoided.
Applying technical measures cannot

completely avoid a change in our con-

sumption pattern, because price rises re-

sulting from the measuresinevitably cause

a shift toward more environmentally be-

nign activities, such as bicycling and using

public transport.

Technical measures often do notreally

solve the problem, either because the

growthofthe activity overrides the effect
of the measure, or becauseofthe persist-

ent and cumulative character of the bur-

den.In this case, the measure only retards

the rate of deterioration. Thus,to stop the

Netherlands’ contributionto acidification

offorests and lakes, apart from applying
all available technical means, the people
in the Netherlands must reduce the

numberof car~kilometres and farm live-

stock by about 50 percent(Fransen, 1987).

Forsome problems no technical measures

are available: for instance the loss of
habitat of plant and animal species as a
result of the use of space, andthe forma-
tion ofcirrus clouds that contribute to the
greenhouse effect (CO, accumulation may
be partly solvable). In these cases, in
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addition to the technical measures, a di-

rect shift in Lehaviour patterns must en-

sue, forced by do’s and don'ts,rules,in-

centives and taxes.

A direct shift in production and con-

sumption patterns will also check GNP

growth as follows from the analysis of na-

tional accounts (the environmentally most

burdensomeactivities contribute most to

GNP growth). Moreover, in terms of na-

tional accounts, environmentally benign

activities representa smallervolume. Thus

a bicycle-kilometre represents a smaller

volumethan a car-kilometre; a sweater a

smaller volumethan a hot room;an extra

blanket a smaller volumethan heating the

whole house; beans smallervolume than

meat; and a holiday bytrain, a smaller

volume than holidayflights. This is mainly

because the exhaustion of environment

and resources is not charged to national

incomeas costs.If it were, the differences

would become much smallerornil.

From the above,it follows that saving

the environmentwill certainly check pro-

ductiongrowth and probably lead tolower

levels of national income. This outcome

can hardly surprise. Manyhave knownfor

a long time that population growth and
rising production and consumptionlevels

cannot be sustained forever in a finite

world. The outcomeofthe above analysis

should arouse optimism rather than pes-

simism, because environmentally benign

‘activities are remarkably cheap. Thus, a

bicycle is much cheaper than a car, a

blanket is cheaper than central heating,

and rearing two children is cheaper than

bringing upten. This meansthat savingour

planetis indeedpossible.
Ourferventgoal—to arrive at environ-

mentalsustainability, as advocated by the

Brundtland Report (WCED,1987), and by
politicians and institutions around the

world — can indeed be fulfilled, though

only underlimiting conditions.In particu-

lar, population growth should be avoided
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as soon as possible. Moreover, activities

with little or no material throughput can

increase practically forever. As we have

seen,this will not result in great increases

in national income. Decision—makers

should not becomeupsetbythis. Changes

in national incomelevels by no means in-

dicate the economicsuccess oftheirpoli-
cies because they concealthe destruction

ofourlife support systems, as long as the

figures are not corrected for environmen-

tal losses.

Correction of national income
based onsustainable use of the
environment

Attempts to correct national income for

environmentallosses started in the early

1970s with the following train of thought
(Hueting, 1980). The environmentisinter-

preted asthe physical surroundings ofhu-

manity, on whichit is completely depend-

ent (from breathing to producing). Within

the environment, a number of possible

uses can be distinguished. These are called
environmental functions. Whenthe use of

a function by an activity is at the expense

ofthe use ofanother(orthesame) function
by anotheractivity, orthreatens tobesoin

the future, loss of function occurs. Envi-

roumental functions then have become

scarcegoods, because the use offunction

implies, wholly or partly, the sacrifice of
another. This fully meets the definition of
scarcity that demarcates the economic

discipline. This approach links ecology
and economics, and places environment
centrally in economic theory.

Because national incomeisrecorded in

market prices, shadow prices have to be

estimated for functions (and their losses)
that are directlycomparable with prices of
manufactured marketed goods, For this
purpose, supply and demand curvesfor
functions have to be constructed. It ap-
peared possible to construct supply

4

curves, consisting ofthe costs ofmeasures

eliminating the burden on the environ-

ment, arranged by increasing costs perunit

burden avoided. But in most cases no

complete demand curves can be found.

This is because the possibilities for pref-

erences forenvironmental functions to be

manifested via market behaviourare very

limited. Other methods, such as willing-

ness to pay or to accept, do notyield

complete demand curves, certainly for

functions on which current andfuture life

depends. Standard setting was also con-

sidered, but the questions of what stand-

ardswere to be setand bywhomcould not

be answeredatthat time.

This situation has now changed.Espe-

cially after the 1987 Brundtland Report,

politicians and organizations worldwide

declared themselvesin favourof sustain-

able use of the environment. This prefer-
ence, voiced by socicty, opens up the

possibility of basing a calculation on

standards for the sustainable use of envi-

ronmental functions instead of(unknown)

individual preferences.

Therefore, the following procedureis

proposedfor correcting GNPfor environ-

mental losses (Hueting 1986, 1989).First
define physicalstandards forenvironmen-
tal functions, based on their sustainable

use. These standards replace the (un-

known) demand curves. Then formulate

measures to meetthese standards.Finally,

estimate the money involved in imple-

menting the measures. The reduction of

national income CY) bythe amounts found

gives a first approximation of the activity
level which,in line with the standards ap-

plied, is sustainable. Needless to say a
correction fordouble counting, mentioned

above, mustalso be made.If the sustain-
able level is Y’, the difference between Y
and Y’indicates, in money terms, how far
society has drifted away from its desired
goal ofsustainable use oftheenvironment.

The standards can berelated to



environmental functions. Thusit is possi-
ble to formulate the wayin which a forest
should be managed in orderto attain a

sustainable use of its functions.

Sustainability then meansthatall present

and future uses remain available. For re-

newable resources such as forests, water,

soil andair, as long as their regenerative

capacity remains intact, then the functions

remain intact (for example, the function

‘supplier of wood' offorests, the function

‘drinking water’ ofwater,the function‘soil

for raising crops’of soil and the function
‘air for physiological functioning’ ofair).

This meansthat emissions of substances

that accumulate in the environment, such

as PCBs, heavy metals,nitrates and carbon

dioxide, may not exceed the natural as-

similative capacity of the environment,

and that erosion rates may not exceed

natural soil regeneration. As for non-

renewable resources, suchasoil and cop-

per, ‘regeneration’ takes the form of re-
search and bringing into practice flow

resources such as energy derived from the

sun (wind, tidal collectors, photo-voltaic

cells), recycling of materials and devel-

oping their substitutes.

The measures to meet standards in-

clude: reforestation, building terraces,

draining roads, maintaining landscape

buffers, selective use of pesticides and

fertilizers, building treatment plants, ma-

terial recycling, introducing flow energy,

altering industrial processes, using more
public transport and bicycles, and use of

space thatleaves sufficient room for the
survivalofplant and animal species.

The method is applicable forcost-ben-
efit analyses of projects with long term
environmentaleffects. The method seems
to be the only way to confront national
income with the losses of environmental
functions in monetary terms. The physical
data required for comparison with stand-
ards come downto basic environmental
statistics, whichhavetobecollected in any
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case ifa governmentis to geta grip on the

state ofthe environment. The formulation

of measures to meet standards andesti-

matesofthe expenditure involvedare in-

dispensablefor policy decisions.

In other words, the work for supple-

menting national incomefigures might be

laborious, but it has to be donein any case

if we wish to practise a deliberate policy

with respecttothe environment. Wethere-

fore strongly urge decision-makers to

stimulate this kind of research in their

countries, The Philippines and Swedenal-

ready are interestedin following the lead

ofthe Netherlands.

Ourdebtto futuregenerations

A roughorderofmagnitudeofthe debt to

future generations the world has been ac-

cumulating during the last few decades,

and howitis to be paid off,is estimated
below. We base this on the use of energy

and corresponding CO, emissions.

Oneaspect of sustainability could be
that the annual consumptionof fuels such

as coal, oil and natural gas, expressed as a

percentage of knownreserves, is equal to

the rate of efficiency growth in the use of
energy, while keeping the level of produc-
tion constantCTinbergen, 1990). Tinbergen
found thata figure forthisefficiencygrowth

close to reality is 1.67 per cent. By this
behaviour,it would be theoretically possi-
ble to use a finite stock for an infinite pe-
tiod of time. However, it is not certain
whether this will be feasible, because it

would mean that the production and con-

sumptionoftoday’s package of goods has
to be generated with an ever smaller

amount of energy. Thus after 315 years,
today’s package must be generated with
0.5 percentoftoday’senergyuse. 315years
is a short period in relation to the speed of
natural processes in question when ad-
dressing environmental sustainability.
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Therefore, if we also want to avoid the

hazards of nuclear energy, development
of new technologies suchas flow energy

(derived from the sun)is less risky.

To avoid greenhouse risks, global CO ,

emissions are estimated to haveto be re-

duced by-75 to 80 per cent. In the period

1950-1986, CO, emissions, energyuse and

GDPranparallel. Around 1950 both world

GDPand energy use amountedto 25 per

cent of the 1988 level. This meansthat,

other things being equal, the GDP level

must be reduced by75 percent. Assuming

that a CO, reduction of25 per centis pos-

sible at low cost, and considering that a

numberof environmentaleffects are not

eliminated by reduced energy use, we

conclude that to pay off global environ-

mental debt we would haveto halve the

level ofglobal activities. This demonstrates
the urgency ofallocatingall available re-
sources, such as know-how and capital,

towards the development of new tech-

nologies (such as flow energy and recy-

cling), instead of towards increasing pro-

duction, while halting and then reversing

population growth. The last thing the

world can afford is to wage war, such as

that in the Gulf.

The outlook of such changes in tech-
nology seems to be promising. For exam-

ple, Potma (1990) showsthat techniques
like splitting water molecules by solar
energy in deserts and transporting the re-
sulting hydrogen fuels, can provide the

world with sufficient clean energy at twice
current energy prices, Desertic developing

countries thus have a major export
potential. This would allow a sustainable

use of the environment while regaining

currentproduction levels in 50 to 100 years.

This is because sufficient clean energy

would becomeavailable for both eliminat-

ing some environmentaleffects other than

the greenhouse effect and compensating

for the necessary decrease in production

where no solutions are available with addi-

tional production of another kind. Moreo-

ver, room would be created forraising per

capita productionlevels in the South by a

factor of2.5. This would reduce the income

gap betweenrich and poor countries from
10:1 to 4:1, with the condition ofno further

throughput growth in rich countries.

The uncertainties are, ofcourse, far too

greatto attach greatvalue to the outcome

ofthis scenario. But the above clearly dem-

onstrates that continuing prevailing growth

paths is blocking our chancesofsurvival,

for which possibilities still remain.

Conclusion

In order to achieve sustainable use of the

environment, we concludethat the high-

est priorityshould be accorded to devising

and implementing economicpoliciesthat:

(a) accelerate development of new tech-
nologies, such as flow energy and recy-

cling; (b) permit no further production
growth in rich countries; (c) stabilize the

global population as soon as possible; (d)
improve international income distri-

bution. uw
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Sustainability,
income measurement andgrowth

Salab El Serafy

Sustainability

Sustainability is a conceptthathas figured

prominently in the Brundtland Report,
though it has proved difficult to define

without ambiguity. Within the Brundtland

Report itselfwe find more than onedefini-
tion, but the onethat has since been most

quotedis the following: ‘Sustainable de-
velopmentis developmentthat meets the

needs of the present without compro-

mising the ability of future generations to

meet their own needs.’ (WCED, 1987).
The Report goes onto clarify sustainable
development namely:‘It contains withinit
two key concepts:

- theconceptof‘needs’, in particular

the essential needs of the world’s
poor, to which overriding priority

should be given; and

- the idea oflimitations imposed by

the state of technology and social
Oftganization on the environment’s

ability to meet present and future
needs.’

The reference to limitations of
technology and social organization,
and to meeting ‘essential needs of the

world's poor’ in the above quotation,
and a later statement that ‘concern for

social equity between generations.

mustlogically be extended tu equitywithin

each generation’, while appealing to many

readers, emphasizes the complexity of

Brundtland’s sustainability, both as a

concept and as a pragmatic guide to

policy action. As discussed later in this

chapter, the ‘vagueness’ of definition of

Brundtland’s sustainability should not

detract from its valid concern over ad-

dressing distributional issues, which are

viewed righily as an integral part of the
environmental problem. This ambiguity is

by no means confined to Brundtland. A

more recent attempt to clarify what

sustainability meant to different authors

yielded a bewildering array of definitions
(Pezzy, 1989).

The search for a precise meaning of

sustainability has remained elusive, and

now there is a growing awareness thatfor
practical purposessustainabilityshould be

perceived in approximate terms only.' Itis
certainly evident that the use ofthe expres-
sion ‘sustainable growth’ has become

rnore frequent in recent developmentlit-
erature, replacing the older unqualified
‘growth’, in an apparent attemptto impart

$9



the notion that growth should be kept
within environmental limits. The

Brundtland Report represents one of the

early attempts at this usage. It is true,

however, that such environmentallimits

remain undefined in a manner conducive

to practicable policy guidelines, but I re-

turn to this pointlater.

The impact cf Brundtland

In retrospect it seems that although the

Brundtland Report made a great impact

on world leaders and environmentalists

alike, its impact on economists has been

rather modest. This is not to deny, how-

ever, the influence it has had on eco-

nomic policy, indirectly through the

political forces it has motivated.? Theat-

tention that has been given to global

environmental issues since the publi-
cation of Our Common Future may be a

productofits political impact. > There is

also the growing coverage of environ-

mental issues in economic work practi-

cally everywhere, which may be traced

back, at least in part, to Brundtland's

publication.

Environmental accounting for
sustainabledevelopment

While Brundtland wasin gestation,an ini-

tiative was developing, spurred by the

United Nations Environment Programme

CUNEP) and the World Bank,to revise na-

tional incomecalculations in orderto re-

flect in them environmental concerns. The
coincidence in timing is remarkable be-

tween the WCED,which beganitswork in

December 1983 and reached its conclu-

sions in mid—1987, and the UNEP~World

Bank workshops that sought improved

national income measurements. This par-

allel effort also began in 1983, reached a
crucial stage in 1988, andisstill progress-
ing in a numberofdirections.‘
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Overthe past two decades most coun-

tries have been calculating their national

incomeaccordingto guidelines,issued in

1968 by the United Nations Statistical

Office, generally knownas the System of

National Accounts (SNA). These guide-

lines paid practically no attention to the

fact that, in order to reckon income prop-

erly, the SNA must account for natural

resource erosion and environmental de-

gradation. The old system treated much of

the anti-pollution expenditures as final

expenditures that would raise income,in-

stead ofregarding them as necessary inter-

mediate costs thai should be charged

against the final products.It also failed to
take account of environmental disasters

when they occurred. It treated natural

resources, particularly those emanating

from the public sector, as a free gift from
nature, reflecting in the accounts mainly

their direct extraction costs and any

valuation, over and above extraction cost,

that the uneven and heterogeneous free

market deignedto attach to them.

Worst ofall the SNAfailed to distin-

guish between value added byfactors of

production and sale ofnatural assets, such

as forestry products and petroleum.
Through income measurements patterned

on the SNA, manynatural resource-based

developing countries were made out to

have a higher incomethan they actually

had, and to be growing atrates that ob-
scured their true economic performance.

Furthermore, the accounts failed to reflect
the fact thatthe current levelsofprosperity

they were enjoying could notlast since the

basis forsuch prosperity was progressively

being eroded.

False accounting resulted from mixing

in the flow accounts elements of natural
capital that should have been kept sepa-

rate from current income. Such income

measurements, where they occurred,
covered up economic weaknesses that
neededurgentattention, thus misdirecting



economic policy. Countries where natu-

ral resources contributed significantly to
fiscal and externalbalancefailed to make
essential adjustments and ended up with
allocating to consumption too much of

the receipts they obtained from selling

their nutural assets. Many ofthem took on
too much external debt for their own

good. Domestically, relative prices moved

against tradeable goods, resulting in a

lamentable shrinkage of non-natural re-

source~basedactivities.It is little wonder

that so many resource-rich developing
countries that should have benefited from

the exceptional improvementof their

terms of trade in the 1970s found them-

selves in the 1980s hardly better off than

they had been before (Gelb et al., 1988).

At the UNEP-World Bank workshop

held in Paris in November 1988, experts

from various national statistical offices

met with economists and others who had

been investigating the topic of environ-

mental national accounting, and for the

‘first time a consensus was reached that

natural resources and the environment

were indeed important andlikely to be-
come more so in future; that national ac-

counts should reflect the stress on the

environment that had become increas-

ingly evident; and that a set of environ-

mental satellite accounts needed to be

elaborated and attached to the new SNA

core accounts, with the view ofreflecting
environmental considerations..

That 1988 meeting was a watershed

fromwhichsignificantdevelopmentswere
to flow. Further work since then, con-

ducted in co-operation with the United

Nations Statistical Office, has led to the
acceptance of the notion that when the

revised SNA, expected in 1993, comes out
it would recommend compiling a set of
satellite environmental accounts showing
to the extent possible the changes that
occur from year to year in the state ofthe
environment, and attempting a recalcula-
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tion of national income to reflect such

changes.This national accounting adjust-

mentinitiative, which still continues, has

provided a bridge between someof the

objectives of environmentalists and the

work of economists.

Sustainability and income

If properly measured, incomeis sustain-

able by definition. From an environmental

angle errors in measuring income can be

viewed as cominglargely from wrongly

mixinginincomecertainelementsofnatural

capital, and from confusion of inventory

liquidationwithdepreciationoffixedassets.

Apersonora nationcannotcontinuetolive

at the same material levelif present enjoy-

mentis obtainedat the costof liquidating

capital. As capitalis eroded, the ability to

maintain the same level of consumption

into the future is undermined. Thatis why,
fromitsinception,theaccountingprofession

hasinsisted thatfor profit and loss calcula-

tions, whetherfor individuals or corpora-

tions, capital must be ‘keptintact’.

To the accountant, keeping capital in-

tact never meant that capital should be

preservedinits original state (the preser-

vationist argument), but only that allow-

ance be made outof current income in
orderto restore capital to the extentit has

eroded. Unless capitalis ‘maintained’, fu-

ture income would inevitably decline. By

extension ofthesame argumenttothe area

of national accounting, keeping capital,

including environmentalcapital, intact for
accounting purposes, requires adjusting

income to reflect capital deterioration.

Again, this does not mean that the ac-

countantis advocating that capital should
be kept undisturbed or, in the language of
some environmentalists, that it should be
‘preserved’in its existing state, since the
very essence of sustaining economic ac-
tivity relies on using capital to generate
future profits or income. There is little
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disagreement now on extending the same

principles that apply to human-made

capital to environmental capital, save on

the application of those principles to the
special case of resources that cannot be
renewed or recycled, but whose stock

steadily dwindlesas it is used up in the

productive process.
Thatthe environmentcanbeviewed as

natural capital is easy to perceive, both as

a sink for wastes and a source ofmaterials

and energy CEISerafy, 1991). Wastes have
beendumped in rivers and seas, buried on
land and dispersed in the atmosphere, in

the belief that such natural receptors had

an unlimited capacity to receive them. As

production has grown,this capacity has

clearly been seen to be limited, and has

aiso becomelimiting. There is thus grow-
ing acceptance ofthe notion that the pol-
luting activities should bearthefull coststo

society of their pollution. If standards are
set for acceptable levels of pollution, the
cost of achieving such standards, even if

not actually incurred, can be used as a

measureofenvironmentaldeteriorationon
accountofpollution,andbechargedagainst

incomeas depreciation.

As a source of materials, the environ-
ment should also be broughtinto income
calculation. A distinction is clearly
needed betweenresourcesthatcanbe re-
generated and others that cannot. Nature,

and society in co-operation with nature,
can amend, restore or regenerate fish

stocks, forests, soils and the like. Where

such regenerationfalls short oftheoretical

of practical rates that would maintain

such capitalintact (i.e.at its originallevel
at the beginning of each accounting pe-

tiod) shortfalls should be deducted, as
depreciation, from gross income calcula-
tions. Some problems ofvaluation would
present themselves, but the guiding
principle throughout should be pragma-
tism and approximation since precise
measurementis still, and likely to remain,
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an unattainable goal. Ecologists,likewise,

should attempt measurements ofsustain-

able yield in the samespirit of providing

pragmatic and prudential estimates, in-

stead ofletting their quest for precision
become an obstacle that would render

their measurements irrelevantfor policy.

In respect ofdepletable minerals such

as fossil fuels, which cannot be meaning-

fully restored once they are used, appiy-

ing the same approachofdepreciation as

in the case ofrenewable resources would

be inappropriate. Such resources repre-

sent known wealth that can be liquidated
over a variable time span depending on

their owners’ needs,their expectations of

future prices and thestate of the market.

While productive capacity is depreciated,

existing inventories are used uporliqui-

dated, and it would be wrong conceptu-

ally to include the proceeds from selling

inventories in gross income. And it is

equally wrongto believe that, in order to

correct for their inclusion in gross in-

come,all that is needed is to deduct the

decline of the stock from the wrongly

calculated gross income to arrive at a

correctly measured net income.

If such an approach is adopted, nei-

ther the gross nor the net incomewill be
correctly measured. The gross will be
inflated by assetsales that do not repre-

sent value added, and the net will be

underestimated since the whole contri-
bution of the exploitation activity to in-

comeis removed as capital consumption
or depreciation. If, on top of such erro-
neous accounting we add windfalls from
upward re-estimation of reserves, and
deduct from income downward adjust-
ments of these reserves, we arrive at very
dubiousand gyrating estimates ofincome
that are as meaningless as they are use-
less, either for gauging economic per-
formance orforguiding economicpolicy.
A depletable resource's contribution to
income requires special handling.



Accounting for depletable
resources

In as much as the reserves of depletable

resources are ascertained, they should be

treated as inventories, not as fixed capital.
Inventories can be drawn down to ex-

haustion if that is perceived by their

owners as economically desirable. The

proceeds from their exploitation in any

one accounting period should,as a first

step, be viewed as proceeds from asset

sales not as value added.If the owners

draw downall their known reserves in

one year because they believe this to be
best in the light of their assessment of
future prices,itwould obviouslybewrong

to include all such proceeds in their gross

income for that year, and to deduct the

diminution of the asset, equivalent to the

same amountthat had been included in

gross income,so that net incomefrom this

activity is shown as zero. Now that the

owners have substituted for the subsoil

asset, say, a bank account,true incomeis

the interest that can be earned on the new
account. Alternatively the owners may

sink the proceeds from selling the mineral
assets in new material investments whose

returns would represent true income.In

thiswaycapital liquidation wouldbe kept,
as it should, ovtside the flow accounts.

Following a proposition by the late
professor Sir John Hicks, which he put
forward half a century ago (Hicks, 1939),

it was possible to calculate that part ofthe
proceeds from awastingasset that mustbe
reinvested in alternative assets so that the
yields obtained from such re-invest-

ments would compensate for the de-

cline in receipts from the wastingasset.
Using a discountrate and the amount ex-
tracted from the reserves in any one year
relative to total reserves, itwas possible to
indicate the proportion of the proceeds
that can be reckoned as true incoine, the
remainder—a kind ofa Keynesian user—
cost — having to be set aside and
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reinvested to produce an aggregate stream

of constant future income. The user-

cost partis a capital elementthat should be

expunged from gross income (GDP),
and therefore would not appearin net

income either. If fresh deposits are lo-

cated, these would affect the flow ac-

counts only indirectly through the change

ofthe reserves—to—extraction ratio,thatis,

providing a longerlifetime ofthe asset so

that the income part rises and the user

costpart falls. ¢
This proposal, which is slowly gaining

ground among economists,is still ky no

meansgenerally accepted, either by them

or by the national incomestatisticians.”

Manyofthe latter, even if convinced,

would still prefer to preserve old time

series of erroneously calculated GDP on

the argumentthatall that is required is to

deduct natural resource ‘depreciation’,

equivalent to the entire diminution of

stock, from the gross product to show a

more sustainable net product which

would amount to nil. The conceptual

confusion implied bysuch procedures has

already been mentioned. If we must

persist with this confusionfor the sake of
preserving old timeseries, the usercost,

as explained above, would be the appro-

priate estimate of ‘depreciation’.

The limited function of
accounting

Accounting by its nature has a limited

function. It is essentially a backward—

looking activity attempting to sort out

from the behaviour of economic units
during a past period elements from which
an arithmetical history is compiled. This
usually takes the form of a snapshot at a
point of time (a balance sheet of assets
and liabilities), anda flow, during a certain
period (most commonly 2 year), of net
results of the economic activity con-
cerned: profits and loss for an individual
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or corporation, and value added for a

nation. Economists have often misunder-

stood the functions of accountants, and

their concern — perhaps obsession —

with keeping capital intact, oftcn -hal-

lenging accountants’ meaning of keeping

capital intact, and the accuracy of their

measurements, since such a concept of
capital maintenance inevitably refers to

the future.

The Hicksian definition of incomeit-

self, whose author insisted that it was

merely a rough guide for prudent behav-

iour, has wrongly been criticized on the

economist’s usual ground ofconcern with

precision and forward — rather than the

accountant’s backward — orientation.

Hicks’s incomehas beensaid to be inca-

pable of being ‘directly measured’ and

eventhatit is ‘not suited to an accounting

of what happened in the past’ either. °

Whereas Hicks stressed the accountant’s

quest for approximately defining a level

of income that can be devoted to con-

sumption with concern for a sustainabi-

lity built around the re-use ofcapital in

future, other economists have tended to

hanker after a precise level of sus-

tainability, which the Hicksian approach,

with its emphasis on future income
sustainability, obviously cannot meet,

partly because the future will always re-

main unknown.

Economists and accountants have

different, but perfectly reconcilable, ob-
jectives. In their measurements the ac-

countants seek approximations, assume

constant technology, and posit that the
future will be a continuation of the past.
In practice, technology does change and

the future is little different from thepast.
But this does not matter much, however,
as the accountants’ accounting period is

seldom more than one year, and every
newyearbrings with it newfacts andfresh
technology that the accountants have to,
and certainly do, takein their stride.

“4

Businesses and governments

The approach I have proposedforesti-

mating income from depletable natural

resources, which relies on setting aside

part of the proceeds from the sale of

natural capital to be sunk in alternative

investments so that they may yield a con-

stant stream of future income, begs the

question as to what kind of alternative

investments are available, and whethertor

the sake ofsustainabilitysuch investments

will always be available. Here we leave

the ex post world of the accountant and
enter the realm of ex ante analysis.

Individual owners of depletable re-

sources usually see to it that part of their
receipts, whetherin the form ofdepletable
allowancesor set~asides, are re—invested

so that the owners can continuc in busi-

ness. Whether or not their new invest-

ments should be in the sameline of busi-

ness they are already in, or diverted to-

wardsotherlines, depends on manyfac-

tors. If the price of the natural resource

they ownrises to reflect its growing scar-

city, thus indicating the opportunity for

investment to produce substitutes based

on renewable resources, and if such a

course is economically feasible, the own-

ers may well continue in the sameline of

business. But frequently the marketwould
fail to reflect the resource's growing scar-
city, and its price would fail to rise. Be-

sides, technologies for producing substi-
tutes may notbe available,andifavailable

maynot be economicatthe prevailing set

of prices. Thus we often observe a ten-
dency for diversification away from one-
product businessonthepart oflarge cor-

porations exploiting natural resources.

Some environmentalists would prefer
that the ‘usercost’ entailed in the exploita-

tion of a depletable natural asset be in-
vested in a ‘twin’ project that would sup-
ply a renewable substitute for the same

depletable source.’ But in the light of the



considerations just mentioned, such

‘twinning’ or ‘pairing’ may notbeattrac-

tive to the private owners. On the other
handthere is nothing against society as a

whole indicating its desire to raise the
overall level ofsavings and investment so

that these becomeconsistent with the ob-

jective of future incomesustainability and

also subsidize pioneering and experi-

mental ventures in pursuit of finding re-

newable sources to replace the diminish-
ing ones. This can be donebyinsisting,

through appropriate monetary andfiscal

policies, that the user cost of depletable

resource exploitation should be added to
current investments. The extra invest-

ments would be guidedto socially desir-

able ventures, such as natural resource

restoration and maintenance, through a

carefully designed system oftaxation and

subsidies.

User cost and income identities

Consider what happensto the usual iden-

tity thatincome( Y) isthe sum total ofcon-
sumption(C)andinvestment( J). Denoting
user cost by the letter U, we can write:

ye c+] qa)

Adjusting for user cost, equation (1) be-
comes:

Y-U«#(c-U)+1 (2)

If the user cost is now devoted to fresh

investments, incomerises and we get:

Y=(C- U)+(7+ U) (3)

Equation is thus seen to be identical to
Equation 1 except that consumption is
lower and investmentis higher.

Equation 2, however, depicts the correct

level of income if the user cost is not
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reinvested, But if C remains unchanged,

then the true level of investment that has

beenattained is only J- Usince Urepre-

sents disinvestment.In this latter case we

have:

Y- U= C+(I- U) (4)

Policy and the problem ofscale

although the approachofsinking part of

the proceedsinto new investments seems

perfectly valid for individuals, businesses
and even small countries, which also have

the option of acquiring foreign invest-
ments ifprofitable domestic opportunities
are notavailable, can it be workableifitis

done on large scale so that significant

portionsofglobalnatural capital might be

liquidated to be substituted for by human-
madecapital formation?

Oncethe problemis posedin this way,

the realization of the objective ofcreating

a permanentincomestream from wasting
assets becomes questionable.Individuals,

corporations and even nations can run out

of a natural resource — eveniftheir live-

lihood depended materially on it— in the
knowledge that future income may be

generated throughcarefully selected new

investments. When considering better ac-

counting for depletable resources myfo-
cus was on the incomeoftheir owners.It
did not matter what form the new invest-

ments would take provided they guaran-

teed for the owners a constant stream of
future income. The form of the new in-
vestments would be guided by the mar-

ket, and if the market indicated that the
new investments should be in the same
line of business, so be it. However,if the
problem is considered, notjust as one of

better accounting for the resource own-

ers, but in a forward context as a guide to

economic policy on a global scale, we

have to face the issues raised by

Brundtland, and the various constraints
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and propositions wefind there for future

environmental directions. We also en-

counter the problemsofscale and ofulti-

mate substitutability between natural re-

sources and human-madecapital to

which Herman Daly has drawn ourat-

tention in Chapter2.

If we perceive the problem globally,

then it is clearly necessary to replacesay,

dwindling natural energy sources, notjust

by other sources of income, but by other

sources of energythat are renewable, and

the issue of ‘twinning’ becomesrelevant.

If the marketfails to signal rising energy

prices tojustify investing in renewable en-

ergy sources, then society may wish to

give the market a helping hand through

appropriate policy. Viewed globally, soci-

ety should have a broad interest in the

creation and application ofnew technolo-

gies that would substitute renewable

sources for diminishing, non-renewable

ones.
But what should be done about the

search for an equilibrium between the
state of the environment and global eco-

nomic activity? The world economic or-

ganization has been functioning on the
basis of economic agents seeking per-

petual economicgrowth,a pursuit thathas

traditionally been seen notonly as desir-

able for raising material welfare all around,

but also as essential for energizing the

developmentofthe less developed coun-
tries, and thusassisting in the alleviation of
poverty. Iftechnology could be organized
so that it gave us substitutes for natural
resources through the instrument of hu-

man-made capital formation, wewouldbe

able to continue ‘business as usual’, hop-
ing thatthe marketwould reflect scarcities
into higher prices, and thus guide this

process of substitution. This certainly ap-

pears to be one of Brundtland’s funda-
mental assumptions. However, we have

reached a stage where thestate ofthe en-
vironment has become so stressed, and

6

technology and social organization have

clearly lagged, at least so far, that some

drastic alternative solution deserves to be

explored.

Brundtland offered one solution,

which leans in favour of maintaining the

current emphasis on growth while using

the fruits of growth to lessen the material

throughput in economicactivity, repair the

environment, and also for income redis-

tribution, both intra-nationally and from

the richer to the poorernations, with the

objective ofalleviating poverty.I join with

the other contributors in this volume con-

tending that this strategy is questionable,

partly because muchofthe damageto the

environment caused by indiscriminate

growthis irreversible; partly because the

process of substitution of human~made

capital for natural resources is slow and

erratic; and also in view of the enormous

increase projected for global economic

activity as compared with the advanced

state of environmental stress already

reached.

If we are serious about saving our

planet, we mustseek a steadystate for the

economiesofthe rich, while the poorgrow

and developso that poverty is eradicated

and incomedisparity, whichis the source
of so much environmental damage, re-

duced. Meanwhile technology ‘levelop-

ment and dissemination should be accel-

erated and population growth urgently

halted.
If the Brundtland path is rejected as

impractical, can the proposal to arrest

growth in muchofthe world economy be
viewed as anything short of utopian?It is
difficult specifically to perceive the socio-
logy andpolitical economyofmaintaining
asteady level ofincomein therichercoun-

tries. Such countriesrely primarily on free

market forces to guide the allocation of

economic resources. In these countries,

the essential profit motive is geared un-
avoidably to business expansion in search



of opportunity. The impact of the richer

country economic expansion un develop-

ing countries has also often been seen as

benign inan ‘emptyworld' context ofnon-

binding environmental constraints.In fact

every time growth slows down in the

richer countries, the poorerones appearto
suffer from depressed incomes and ad-
verse terms of trade. And yet, the richer

countries use the bulk of the world re-

sources to support a minority ofthe world

population.If the rich are to grow richer
merelyto provide markets forthe poor, not

only are there more economical ways to

achieve the same objective, but such a

course wculd accelerate international

income inequality.

Clearly something drastic has to take

placein social and industrial organization

andin the modalities ofinternationalrela-

tions ifa steady state ofeconomicactivity,
involvinga constant level ofthroughput,is
to prevail in the developed countries.
Drafting a blueprintfor this vision of the

future is needed.Its economic contentwill
haveto address the problem of obtaining
growth and/or developmentin the poorer

countriessimultaneouslyas theeconomies

ofthe richer countries are kept on an even

keel. In addition, the richer countries
would be asked to transferto the less de-
veloped countries the resources necessary
to redress the negative effect ofthe richer
countries’ arrested growth and toalleviate

poverty. Furthermore, it is necessary to

planfor the kind of economicpolicy that
would have to apply in the richer coun-
tries to produce thetargetofa steadystate:
as some activities expand, others must

contract. What criteria would be used to
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modulate aggregate activity in a free mar-

ket economy, which also has to be man-

aged in pursuit of many other policy ob-

jectives? Theissues this scenario raises will

haveto be faced by the advocates ofsuch

a strategy.'° The Brundtland Report

avoided all these complex issues and

opted instead for a non-revolutionary,

rather optimistic, but seemingly unten-

able course.

Conclusion

Finally a word about the importance of

proper income accountingsinceit is in-

comemeasurementsthatwillindicatewhat

kind of growth or expansion of economic

activity is being experienced and pro-

jected. Today's income changes, which

probably lie behind Brundtland's projec-

tions of growth, relate to the GDP as

conventionally measured and as valued at

factor cost." Butifwe shift the focus from

the gross product to an environmentally

more sustainable net product (from which
the user-cost of depletable resources has
been eliminated), put a value on natural
disasters and deductthis from income, and
develop the habit of valuingactivities at
their full environmental cost when prices
reflect true scarcities, we are boundto get

a very different reading of income and its
growth. Inwhichcase itmightwell turnout
that the five to ten-times expansion in

economic activity, as envisaged by

BrundtlandandstressedbyMcNeill (1990),
will be less. A hintofthis is to be foundin
thecontribution byTinbergenandHueting

(see Chapter 4), but clearly much work is
needed to clarify this issue. a
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Notes

1. As the readerwill note, the search for a precise meaningofsustainability is akin to defining
incomein exact terms. No unanimity is possible as both concepts rely on ourvision ofthe
future. Forpractical purposes, however, and as a guide for prudent behaviour, we must be
content with someuseful degree of approximation.

Whetherit was the Brundtland Report itself, or the political forces that have been gathering
momentum independentlyin various parts ofthe richer nations, it is remarkable how the
impact ofthe ‘Green’ movementhas beenreflected in the declarations of recent economic
summits of the Group ofSeven industrial nations (G-7) and through thelatter's influence
has given vent to a numberofenvironmental initiatives. The July 1989 Economic Declara-
tion of the G-7 Economic Summit (Section 37) contained the statements:‘In order to
achieve sustainable development, weshall ensure the compatibility ofeconomic growth and
developmentwith the protection ofthe environment. We encourage the World Bank and
regional developmentbanks to integrate environmental considerationsinto their activities’.

The July 1990 G-7 Declaration of the Economic Summitreferred to global environmental
stress (ozonedepletion,climate change, marine pollution, andloss ofbiological diversity)
andstated that ‘one ofour most important responsibilities is to pass on to future genera-
tions an environment whose health, beauty and economic potential are not threatened’.

It is interesting that in their initial stages the UNEP-World Bank workshopswere seeking
aftersetting up national physical indicators of environmental stress, to be combined
eventually into one national index, that would reflect the state of the environment, but
participants very quickly realized that a system of‘weighting’ (or valuation) was necessary to
produce such single index. This moved the concern of the workshopsquiteearly into the
direction ofreforming national income measurement.See El Serafy (1986).

I am abstracting here from a numberofactivities that have traditionally been excluded from
national income reckoning such as household services by family members. That the
environment can be viewed as capital, contributing to the productive process, is a notion
entirely in harmony with neo-classical economic thinking. See El Serafy (1991).

Hicks’s all too briefcoverage ofthis topic in Value and Capital (Hicks, 1939) shows that he
led such a user—cost as an allowance for depreciation. In a personal communication in

1987, however, he indicated approval of myline of thinking, and that I had ‘made good use
of the income chapterin Value and Capital’.

A qualified acceptance ofthis approach is to be found in Adelmanet al. (1990). This work
uses El Serafy's calculations to adjust national incomefor a numberofcountries in support
ofarguments madein thetext, but states that ‘El Serafy . . . err[s] in supposing that
production can proceed at a constantrate then abruptly cease. The decline rate stands at the
centreofevery reservoir engineering calculation. Moreoverthe rate ofextractionis limited
by sharply rising marginal costs. . .. However, this correction would notbasically change
the problem’.It should be mentioned, however, that Adelman belongs to the campthat

sees no scarcity developingin the sv... rly of minerals, which he views correctly as inven-

tories, but believes that ‘only a fra... of the minerals in the earth’s crust, or in any given

field,will ever be used’. (Adelman et al., 1990, p. 1). The approach I have been advocating
is one thatrelies on a standard accountant's rule-of-thumb that estimates inventory use out
ofa given stock in an attemptto approximate reality, I stated in my 1981 article that factors
such as the ones mentioned by Adelman et al. (1990) could be accommodated underthe

apptoach I proposed. The “o-called reservoir engineering rule ofalways keeping a constant

ratio between reserves and extraction is ofdubious reliability and not essential for the
calculations in any case. See El Serafy (1981).
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8. See Bradford (1990). This was a commenton Maurice Scott's ‘Extended Accounts for

National Income and Product: A Comment’ and Robert Eisner's ‘Reply’ to Scort in the
sameissue of the Journal ofEconomic Literature.

9. Ecologists tend to define substitutes more narrowly than economists who appear to favour a
broaddefinition that allows market freedom to define what a substituteis. Pearce,
Markandaya and Barbier (1989) advocated ‘pairing’ or ‘twinning’, but within a programme
of manyprojects, rather than for each project at a time.

10. A vision ofa possible courseis offered in Daly and Cobb (1989). Manyaspects ofsuch a
course, however, need to be much morecarefully examined as the authors urge.

11. The convention ofvaluing GDPatfactorcosts and not at marker prices derives from the

presumption thattaxes and subsidies representdeviations from genuine values produced by

the market and which should provide weights for the various activities that make up the

domestic product. Butif a new set of environmentallyinspired taxes and subsidies is viewed

as necessary to correct the market's failure to put proper values ontheservices ofnatural

resources, then we should regard such ‘marketprices’ as better weights than factorcosts for
the purpose ofestimating income in the present context.
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Sustainable development

The role ofinvestment

Bernd von Droste and Peter Dogsé

Introduction

Investment, in all its different forms,

shapesourlives as well as that of genera-

tions to come. Investment in education,

science, technology, culture and commu-

nications, for example, continues to have

crucial impacts on humanwelfare. In many
cases, today’s resource degradation is a

function of earlier investment decisions

aboutthe scale and quality ofconsumption

and production. This calls for increased

understandingofinvestmentprocessesfor
improved management of human-made

and naturalcapital.
Rapidly increasing environmentalcosts

promptscientists and economists to warn
that limits are being reached (see
Goodland, Chapter 1), and challenges the
maxim that continued economic growth

leads to increased global welfare (see

Tinbergen and Hueting, Chapter 4), To
many observers a discussion aboutlimits,

for example to economic growth, might be

seen as an academic exercise in a world

where so manybasic needs are still unmet.
Taking thesewarnings seriously, however,

webelieve that the question has important
implications, which have to be considered
by developmentplanners inall parts ofthe
world.

That being said, this chapter is mostly

directed towards the North, which is not

only primarily responsible for the present

situation, but has manyof the resources

neededto invest in developmentthat ‘meets

the needs of the present without compro-
mising the ability of future generations to
meettheirown needs’ (WCED,1987). Based

on therelationship between environmental

quality, economic performance and social

welfare,it is now evidentthat sustainable

development demands thatlarger invest-

ments be directed towards the environmen-

tal sector for protection and restoration of

the productive and assimilative capacity of

natural capital.
Increased investments will, however,

not only be madefor adapting to environ-

mentallimits, but also for shifting them.

Investments in modern biotechnology

research and production are an important
example ofthe latter, which pose chal-
lenges with far-reaching environmental
and socio-economic consequences, not the

least in the South.It is by influencing today's
long-term investment decisions, in areas
such as biotechnology and renewable en-

ergy, that the policy and decision-making

community will have the largest impact on
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the international community's sustain-

able developmentefforts.

Whydo investments go wrong?

Policy-makers tend to underestimate the

value of environmental investments for

many reasons,including: time-lags (envi-

ronmental costs and benefits often take

time to develop butpolitical mandates are

usually short); practical difficulties in the

evaluation of environmental benefits and

costs; the transboundary nature of several

environmental externalities making iden-

tification of national responsibilities and
domestic solutions ambiguous without

co-ordinated international efforts; and

high discountrates (short-term timepref-
erences). Furthermore, private investors

are often discouraged to make long-term

investments in natural capital due to the

public-good character of such assets and

the lack of property rights arrangements,

makingthe benefits from such investments
difficult to secure. Instead, they favour in-

vestments in activities generating income
more quickly.

Sustainable development implies,

however, that investment processes are
not only understood and managed for

monetary returns, but that non-monetary

factors (e.g. social, cultural and ecological
realities) also be considered (Young and

Ishwaran, 1989). This means thatthe value

ofenvironmental services and goods must

be estimated and incorporated in the de-

cision-making process. The failure of tra-

ditional systems of national accounts in

this respect is becoming recognized, and

considerable work is being undertaken to

develop accounting methods thatinclude
depreciation (as well as increases) of en-
vironmental capital assets andthat subtract

defensive expenditures! from national in-
come (Ahmad et al., 1989; see also El
Serafy, Chapter 5).

In the same way as policy- and

72

decision-makers consult macro-eco-

nomic indicators Cinflation, ‘growth’, ex-

changerates and unemploymentfigures),

they should also be provided with envi-

ronmentalindicators and modelsillustrat-

ing the state of the environmentandits

impact on the economy,as well as the re-

lationship between economicactivity and

resource degradation. As it stands now,

development models frequently ignore the

direct and indirect value of natural capital,

both in the economic growth process and

for sustaining human welfare. Of course,

the availability of such models might be

limited, but enough data exist on which

decisions could and should be made

(Costanza, 1990).

Dueto the abovefactors and the in-

creased scale of human activity, there is

now longlist of environmentalpriorities

requiring large-scale investment, ranging

from the atmosphere(to reduce emissions

of greenhouse gases and ozone-layer-

depleting chemicals), to local conservation

ofbiological and genetic diversity. Thelistis

so impressive that authors like Herman

Daly concludethatsince the productivity of

human-madecapital is becoming more

and more constrained by the decreasing

supply and quality of complementary

natural capital, we are nowin an era where

‘investment mustshift from human-made

capital accumulation towards natural

capital preservation and restoration’ (see
Daly, Chapter, 2).

Investment necessary in the short
term

The economic rationality behind in-

creased natural capital investments be-

comes apparent when we look at some

costs and benefits involved. The world-
widelack of investmentin soil protection
is one practical example. Due to various
short-term, income-generating activities

(e.g. deforestation, intensive agriculture



and irrigation) 25 billion tons of soil are
lost worldwide each year. It is calculated

that over a twenty-yearperiod, a $4.5 bil-

lion/year investment in soil protection

would reduce the annual costoflostagri-

cultural production by $26 billion
(Lazarus, 1990). In addition, increasedsoil

investments would also produce benefits

outside the agricultural sector (for exam-
ple, reducing sedimentation in hydro-

electric dams, improving waterquality and

increasing fish catches).?

Another example is current damage to

Europeanforests from air pollution, which

is conservatively estimated at $30 billion

per year. Although the European countries

have agreed to spend some$9 billion per
yearto reduce air pollution, additionalin-

vestments are calculated to be cost-effec-

tive CILASA, 1990).

In spite of the fact that today’s invest-
ments are often smaller than necessary,

the amountspenton mitigating environ-

mental costs will likely fund a new in-

dustrial sector for pollution control and

waste managementin the near future. In

the OECD countries some9 billion tonnes

of wastes were produced in 1990, in-

cluding nearly 1,500 tonnes of industrial
wastes Lof which 300 millon tonnes were

hazardous) and 420 million tonnes of
municipal wastes (OECD, 1991). Esti-

mates are that by 1992 the pollution

control industry in Western Europe alone
will be a $120 billion-dollar-a-year busi-

ness. By 1994 more than $200 billion

mignt have to be spent annually on clean—

up and pollution control in the United
States.

Increased knowledge and industrial

efficiency in these fields are welcomed,

butit is unfortunate that so many com-

panies and employees will depend on
continued environmental degradation for

their income. The urgent need for a

massively expanded waste-treatment
and pollution-control sector reflects

Sustainable development

historical lack of infrastructure invest-

ments and calls for substantially in-

creased efforts towards finding environ-

mentally sound production processes and

products.

With the increasing scarcity of natural

capital goods andservices, investments in

the rehabilitation ofdegraded ecosystems

have becomeall the more important. Not

only can rehabilitated natural capital as-

sets producesignificant incomes, they

often also constitute the best way to pro-

tect remaining natural areas from degra-

dation. Since the time and investment

necessary to undertake restoration ac-

tivities increase significantly with the in-

creasing level of ecosystem degradation,

rapid action is essential.

Approximately 80 per cent of the po-

tentially productive arid and semi~arid

lands worldwide (representing 35 per

cent of the earth's land surface) suffered

from moderateto severe desertification in

the early 1980s, due primarily to poor

land management (Dregne, 1983). In

manyarid and semi-arid areas, the natu-

ral resource baseis, therefore, no longer

able to sustain existing human

populations. Due to high population

growthrates this will worsen in the near

future. In the year 2000 there will be a

rural population ofat least 40 million in

the Sahelian and Sudanese zonesofWest

Africa (calculated from a conservative 2

per cent annual population increase).

This is 3.7 million people more than what
the current crop and livestock production

systemsofthis region can support, or 19.1
million more than what can be sustained

by fuel-wood, the energy source on

which thesesocieties rely (World Bank,

1985). Unless these areas are successfully

rehabilitated, continued worldwide

desertification may leave hundreds of

millions of people as environmental
refugees (Gregersen et al., 1989; Simon,
1991).
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Financing investments in the Sou.™
and in Eastern Europe

Although increasingly aware of environ-

mental values but constrained by severe

budgetary constraints, many developing

countries find it difficult to make long—

term investments in their natural capital

assets, in particular since increased con-

sumption is also seen as a major priority

(African Centre for Technology Studies,
1990). Their need for additional invest-

ment resources can only be evaluated as

alarming.’ Developing countries often ar-

gue, for example, that they cannot afford

environmentally sound techniques,if less

expensive, but polluting alternatives exist,
andthatit is now their turn to benefit from

the technologies the industrial world has

been using for a long time.

However, as so muchoftoday's tech-

nology is not environmentally sustain-

able,it is therefore not economically sus-

tainable. As the developed world already

has produced suchlarge concentrations of

environmental toxins, the value of the

negative externalities that additional emis-

sions would produce, is no longer mar-

ginal and in many cases no longerexter-

nal. Developing nations therefore cannot
invest in environmentally unsound tech-

niques withoutfacing rising domestic en-

vironmentalcosts, thus reducingthe return

on the investment and jeopardizing the

success of future sustainable develop-
ment. Several countries in Eastern Europe
are striking examples. By pursuing eco-

nomic growth at the expense ofthe envi-
ronment they now face tremendous eco-
logical damage. The GermanInstitute for

Economic Research has estimated thatin-

dustries in Poland, the former German
Democratic Republic, Czechoslovakia and
the European part of the USSR will need
$200 billion to reverse priorenvironmental
neglect (Cave, 1990),

It could be argued that the developed

14

world, by using technologies that have ac-

cumulated global toxins, to some extent

has reduced the option for developiag

countries to use the sametechnologies (or

any other techniques with the same im-

pacts), because oftherisk of potential fu-

ture environmental! catastrophes. Indus-

trial countries should, therefore, be pre-

pared to compensate the developed world

for these closed options. This could be

donepartly by financing sustainable tech-

nology investments in developing coun-

tries, and partly by cutting back dramati-

cally on their own emissionsto give space

for increased use of environmentally un-

sound technologies in developing coun-

tries without increasing the total global en-

vironmental abuse. Indeed, the North has

to reduce input growth and waste, using

both economic and legal instruments,

while at the same time providing the South

with capital and environmentally sound

technologies through various arrange-

ments, such as green-funds and debt-for—

sustainable development swaps (Hansen,

1989; Dogsé and von Droste, 1990).

The Multilateral Fund agreed upon by

the Contracting Parties to the Montreal

Protocol to provide developing countries

with additional funds for obtaining ozone-

friendly technologies and replacements of

CFCs,is an important achievementin this

direction. The $160 million-dollar fund,
will expand to $240 million if China and

India — both planning major CFC pro-

duction increases — eventually ratify the

Montreal Protocol. This fund is now part of

the $1.5 billion-dollar pilot Global Envi-
ronmentFacility (GEF) which is adminis-

tered by the World Bank, UNEP and

UNDP. GEFfunds, however modestin size

compared with identified needs (WRI,

1990), are to be used for investments in
three additional areas: greenhouse gas

emission reductions; conservation of bio-
logical and genetic diversity; and protec-
tion of international water resources.
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and Development (EBRD)alsohas the po-
tential to become an important funder of

investments with positive environmental

impact. EBRD'sfirst loan ever, which was

given to Poland for a heating project, is

promising. The $50 million-dollar loan
(together with a $20 million~dollar World
Bankcredit) aims at reducingair pollution

by switching from coal to gas-fired heat
generation and by promoting energy

efficiency (Anon., 1991).

Developing nations cannot, however,

always rely on industrial nations to de-

velop and transfer appropriate technolo-

gies to them. Developing nations should

be prepared to makepart ofthat invest-
ment themselvesso as to ensure thattech-
nologiesfit their economic, cultural and

natural environments. In somecasesthis

will mean that local, small-scale, pro-
duction units are stimulated, which may

require that innovative finance ap-

proachesfirst have to be developed.Ini-

tiatives such as the Grameen Bank in
Bangladesh, which in 1988 operated with
413,000 participants, has shown thatit is

possible to provide financial support to
the rural poor and landless (World Bank,

1990). These groups, heavily dependent
on the natural environment, frequently

had very limited means for making long-

term investment in natural capital and

thus often hadto sacrifice investmentfor
consumption. Now, however, they may

become vigorous promotors for sustain-

able resource management.

Long-term investments

By underestimating the value of our na-
tural capital, we are now in a situation

where more and more resources will have

to be spent on restoration, waste disposal,

and protection of the remaining natural
capital, often without producing any ex-
tra gain in welfare. Although the new

Sustainable development

problems produced by modern economic

growth might be soluble, the costs for do-

ing so are unnecessarily high as many of

today's environmental problems should

never have been producedin thefirst place

and their costs andtheability to solve them

are very far from equally distributed. Sus-

tainable development must, therefore,

ensure that scarce resources are invested

in research and in the production of proc-
esses and systemsthat not only avoid

known problems, butalso anticipate un-

knowncosts and benefits. This requires

realism andvision.

Although we are generally optimistic,

the energy sector, central in all discus-

sions on sustainable development, pro-

vides several examples of excess invest-

ment in research and development of

unsustainable processes and lack of in-

vestment in renewables. One of the most

glaring is the fact that in 1989 the 21

membercountries of the International En-

ergy Agency (IEA) spent 75 per cent of
their $7.3 billion-dollar energy research

budgetonfossil fuels and nuclear energy,

but only 7 per cent on renewables and 5

per cent on energy conservation (see
Table 1).

Thefact that investments are directed
inefficiently might often depend on the

institutions responsible for their adminis-

tration. Institutions, which once were effi-
cientin their field ofcompetence and man-

date, may not adaptrapidlyenough to new

or evolving demands. Why,forexample,is

there no United Nations body working on

the promotion ofenergy conservation and
renewables whenthere is one dedicated to
the promotion of nuclear power, the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)?Its
1991 budget of $179 million, with $70 mil-
lion expected in additional voluntary con-

tributions, is primarily designed to monitor
nuclearproliferation, butit is also said to
actively promote the export of nuclear

powertechnology to developing nations.
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Table 1. Energy RO-D Spending by IEA governments, 1989.

 

 

     
 

Technology Amount § million| Share (%)

Nuclearfission 3,466 47

Fossil fuel 1,098 15

Nuclear fusion 883 12

Renewables 498 7

Conservation 367 5

Other 1,039 14

TOTAL 7,351 100

Source. Flavin and Lensen (1990).

At present developing countries get 40

per cent of their energy from renewables
and less than 1 percent from nuclearplants

(Flavin and Lenssen, 1990). The creation

of a United Nations agency for renewable

energy sources and conservation would

clearly be justified and should, therefore,
be considered by UNCED.‘

Existing institutions may reflect histori-

cal preferences rather than modern needs
and the interest of ‘old’ orgenization in
modern sustainability issues might be
larger than theirability to cope with them.

This brings up the whole issue ofeither
establishing new iastitutions or up—dating

existing ones—a long-term investment in

itself.

Limits, research and development

The increased visibility ofthe costs ofenvi-
ronmental degradation has resulted in
more scientists warning that various limits
ate being reached, or have already been

1

exceeded, and more economists challenge

the traditional wisdom that continued

economic growth leads to increased wel-

fare (see Goodland, Chapter 1), On the
question of limits, although there is sci-

entific consensus regarding certain

physical constraints and hazards to eco-
nomic growth, we do not have consensus

regarding our possibilities to meet these

challenges or on the economic conse-

quences of exceeding these limits — no
irreversible event is, from an anthropo-

centric point of view, worse than our

subjective, and dynamic, evaluationofit.

Doubtless humanity will also try to
control future limits as has happened
throughouthistory. This will certainly in-

clude increasingly sophisticated manipu-

lation ofbiological and physical processes,
ranging from micro—cosmos to the atmos-
phere,if not beyond.Efforts will be made
to increase the photosynthetic capacities
in plants by cell engineering, the rice,



maize and pulse genomes might be

completely mapped and genetic diseases

cured,agricultural soils and oceans turned

into carbon sinks (to mit:gate the green-
house effect), etc. But we must recognize

that these are still unknown technologies

that will probably bring unknownsideef-

fects Gustas did leaded gasoline, asbestos

and CFCs,etc.).

Shifting biological limits

The economicforcesincreasing biological

productivity are already immense (see Ta-

ble 2), and it would be naive to think that

major (public and private) investments will
not be madefor such purposes. Allocation

and managementofinvestmentcapital go-

ing into modern biotechnology research

and productionis, because of its promise,

risks and socio-economic consequences,

a key area of concern in sustainability dis-

cussions.*

Sustainable development

Advanced knowledge about how

gene expression works is now used in

increased food and energy production,

new medicines, raw materials and in im-

proved environmental management.

There is also great interest from the de-

fence industry. Increased knowledge

about manipulation of biological proc-

esses is, as with knowledgein general, a

doubled-edged sword:the key to control

is also the key to destruction. Because of

the huge stakes and the vast numberof

actors involved in biotechnology, the

whoie question of moral discipline poses

major concern.

Biotechnology applications can speed

up or slow down entropy increases, in
both unsustainable and sustainable proc-

esses, in a more equitable or less equita-

ble international order. The particular re-

sponsibilities now facing national and in-
ternational policy and decision-makers in

the field of biotechnology are among the

Table 2. Examples ofcommercialeconomic benefitsfrom conventional crop breeding.
 

 

 

 

    

Potential benefits| Commercial ‘Improvement’
(3 millions/year) beneficiary

Crossing of a perennial Mexican corn able to
Ww , grow in marginal soils at high altitudes and which

4,400 orldwide is resistant to seven major corn diseases with
modern annual corn varieties

3,500 Asia Improved production byincorporatingdwarfism
into wheat andrice

A single gene from an Ethiopian barley plant
160 USA introduced to commercial barley crops protects

them from yellow dweefvirus

Source. UNEP (1990)
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most urgentanddifficult on their agenda.

Biotechnology is seen as a major

chance for developing tropical countries

to gain from their rich biological and ge-

netic diversity. Unless developing coun-

tries become much better prepared to

influence and control present and future

investments in biotechnology research

and production, however, they are in seri-

ous difficulty with far-reaching conse-

quencesfor their economic and environ-

mental sustainability. The risk (from a

Southern perspective) is that additional
comparative advantages will be given to
the North making it impossible for the

South to compete in the production of

various agricultural goods for which there
is, or will be, a large demand and high

value-added potential.

By using subsidies, trade barriers and

environmentally unsustainable produc-
tion technologies, the North already pro-

duces agricultural surpluses that suppress

world market prices and threaten produc-
tion in the South. Given that the North is
not prepared to forgo someofits present

market control, which seriously inhibits

developmentefforts in the South, it may

not hesitate to strengthen its position fur-

ther. Although perhaps not primarily as a
consequence of North-South but North-
North competition, the North will most
likely take the lead in investing in natural
capital using low—cost genetic ‘raw mate-
rials’ from the South. This would be
analogous to human-made capital com-
petition where the South in many cases
was unable to develnp competitive value-
added processes (e.g. saw-mills, paper
factories, metal industries ctc.) and fell
back on selling natural resourcesatfalling
prices.

Small farmers in developing countries
may be the biggest losers in such a scenario
since they are least able to undertake and
influence investments needed for them to
stay competitive, even on domestic
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markets. The socio-economic conse-

quences of decreasing economic

sustainability by the rural poor, which may

force large populations to search fortheir

livelihood in increasingly unsustainable

cities, should not be underestimated. This

leaves people in the South to question to

whatextent they actually benefit from so-

called ‘free-trade’ and technology trans-

fers. They must also consider what meas-

ures they eventually can take to improve

their own development potential in a

situation where international economic

competition is so unbalancedin favour of

the North.

Time for action

It will take some ten years for today's in-

vestments in research and developmentof

new biotechnology to reap economically
significant results. It will then in many

cases be too late to correct for unwanted
side effects and costs. The international

community should therefore assess risks,

benefits and costs as well as their distribu-

tion, and seek to control the development
of such technology at the earliest possible

stage.
Muchofthe cliscussion above points to

the responsibilities of public sectors as

large-scale investors. Because manylarge
biotechnulogy and energy research invest-

ments are madebythe private sector, how-

ever, the public sectoralso has the respon-
sibility of influencing private investment.®
Maurice Strong's statement on the impor-
tance of incorporating the private sector
into development planningis particularly

relevant: ‘Business is the major engine of

developmentin oursociety. And, therefore
if we can’t influence business, we really
can't influence development’ (Dampier,
1982). In particular this will mean taking
the needs ofthe South into consideration,
including elaboration and assessment of

how, through legal, economic and policy



arrangements, developing countries can

best be strengthenedin their research and

investment capacities.

Conclusion

Compared with the costs, 0.8 to 1.5 per

cent of GDP,industrial countries have re-

ceived significantbenefits from their envi-

ronmental programmesduring the last

twenty years (OECD, 1991). Although

natural capital investments made are too

low, for those countries who have invested

even less, or hope to avoid such invest-

ments in the future, the bill will get much

higher.

Itis, therefore, encouragingto note that

public opinionin the United States, Japan

and fourteen European countries now in-
dicates strong support for the environ-

ment, even in situations where protection

of the environment would reduce eco-

nomic growth (OECD, 1991). Such atti-

tudes are a good basis forthe institutional

changesin the industrial world needed for
a
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improved understanding and manage-

mentof investment capital in relation to

existing (and possibly shifted) ecological

constraints to economic growth.It is also

the best guarantee that innovative finan-

cial bodies, such as GEF,will get increased

resources and mandates to help promote

sustainable investment practices in the

South. UNCED'92is, of course, an oppor-

tunity of utmost importanceto bring about

such changes.

However, throughouthistory, despite

being aware of environmental constraints,

societies failed to secure a sustainablebal-

ance between immediate consumption

and long-term natural capital investment

and, therefore, eventually collapsed

(Ponting, 1990). Furthermore, although

these societies were constrained by only

local or regional environmentallimits, to-

day's global limits will require a level of

international co-ordination and co—opera-

tion never before necessary in the history

of humanity.

a

The authors are indebted to Robert Goodland, Ignacy Sachs and DanaSilk for valuable
comments on an earlier version of this chapter.

Notes

1. Costs necessary to maintain (defend)a certain level of welfare that threatensto fall because
of unwanted side-effects of consumption and production, such as pollution.

2. Ithas been estimated thatsiltation of dams feeding hydropower turbines involves a loss of
some 148,000 gigawatt hours, which at $15 per barrel would cost some $4billion per year
to replace using oil-fired thermal generation (Pearce, 1987).

3. The World Resources Institute (WRI) has estimated that the Third World’s unmet
financial needs for maintaining their natural resources as ‘the basis for meeting the needs
for current and future generations’ amounts to $20-50billion per year over the next
decade (WRI, 1990).

4. The UNEP Collaborating Centre on Energy and Environmentlinked to the Risoe
National Laboratory in Denmark, which was opened on 1 October 1990, may be a good
starting point towards this end.
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5. Biotechnology has been defined as ‘the application of biological systems and organismsto
scientific, industrial, agricultural, health and environmentprocesses and uses’. ‘Organisms’
includes animals, plants and microbes. ‘New’ biotechnology refers to the use ofcell fusion,
cell and tissue culture, recombinant DNAand novel bioprocessing methods. ‘Old’ or
classical biotechnology means the use of microbes for baking, brewing, or other fermenta-
tion processes,or selective breeding in agriculture and animal husbandry (Giddings and
Persley, 1990).

6. In 1987,teval research and developmentinvestment in agriculcural biotechnology was
estimated at $900 million, ofwhich more than GO per cent was in the private sector
(Giddings and Persley, 1990).
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Ibe ecological economics of
sustainability

Investing in naturalcapital

Robert Costanza

Anecologicaleconomic
world-view

To achieve global sustainability, we need

to stop thinking of ecological and econo-

mic goals as being in conflict. Economic

systems are dependentontheirecological

life~support systems and we must realize

that fact and incorporateit into our think-
ing and actions at a very basic level if we
are to sustain our global household. A

house divided againstitself cannot stand.
To achieve sustainability we must de-

velop an ecological economics that goes
well beyond the conventional disciplines

of ecology and economicsto a truly inte-
grative synthesis (Costanza, 1991).

Figure illustrates one aspect ofthe
relationship between ecological econom-
ics and the conventional approaches; the

domains of the different subdisciplines.
The upperleft box represents the domain

of ‘conventional’ economics, the inter-

actions of economic sectors (like mining,
manufacturing, or households) with each

other. The domain of ‘conventional’
ecology is the lowerrightbox,the interac-
tions ofecosystems and theircomponents
with each other. The lower left box re-
presents the inputs from ecological to

economic sectors. This is the usual do-

main of resourceeconomics and environ-

mental impact analysis: the use of re-

newable and non-renewable natural

resources by the economy. The upper

right box represents the ‘use’ by ecologi-

cal sectors of economic ‘products’. The

products ofinterest in this box are usually
unwanted by-products ofproduction and

the ultimate wastes from consumption.

This isthe usual domain of environmental
economics and environmental impact

analysis: pollution and its mitigation,
prevention and mediation. Ecological
economics encompasses and transcends
these disciplinary boundaries. Ecological

economics sees the human economyas

part of a larger whole. Its domain is the
entire web of interactions between eco-

nomic and ecologicalsectors.
Table 1 presents some of the other

major differences between ecological

economics (EE) and conventional econo-

mics (CEcon) and conventional ecology
(CEcol). The basic world view ofCEconis
one in which individual numan consum-
ers are the central figures. Their tastes and
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preferences are taken as given andare

the dominant, determining force. There-

source baseis viewedas essentially limit-

less due to technical progress andinfinite

substitutability. EE takes a more holistic

view with humansas one component(al-

beit a very important one) in the overall

system. Humanpreferences, understand-

ing, technology and cultural organization

all co-evolve to reflect broad ecological

Opportunities and constraints. Humans

have a special place in the system be-

causetheyare responsible for understan-

ding their own role in the larger system

and managingit for sustainability. This

basic world-view is similar to that of

CEcol, in which the resource baseis lim-

ited and humansarejust another(albeit

seldom studied) species. But EE differs

from CEcolin the importanceit gives to

humansasa species, and its emphasis on

the mutual importance of cultural and

biological evolution.

We must acknowledgethat the human

system is a subsystem within the larger

ecological system. This implies notonly a

relationship of interdependence,butulti-

mately a relation of dependence of the

subsystem onthe larger parentsystem. The

first questions to ask about a subsystem

are: Howbigis it relative to the total sys-

tem, how bigcanitbe, and howbigshould

it be? These questions of scale are only

now beginning to be asked (Daly and

Cobb, 1989).

The presumed goals of the systems

understudyare also quitedistinct, espe-

cially at the macro-level. The macro-goal
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of EE is sustainability of the combined

ecological economic system. CEcol's

macro—goalof species survivalis similar

tosustainability, but is generally confined

to single species and not the whole sys-
tem. CEcon emphasizes growth rather

than sustainability at the macro-level. At

the micro~level, EE is unique in acknow-
ledging the two-way linkages between

scales, ratherthan the one-wayview ofthe

conventional sciences in which all macro

behaviour is the simple aggregation of
microbehaviour.In EE,social organization

and culturalinstitutions at higherlevels of

the space/time hierarchy ameliorate con-

flicts produced by myopic pursuit of mi-

cro goals at lowerlevels, and vise versa.

Perhapsthe key distinctions between

EE and the conventional scienceslie in

theiracademic stances, and theirassump-
tions about technical progress. Asal-

ready noted, EE is transdisciplinary,

pluralistic, integrative, and more focused

on problems than on tools.
CEcon is very optimistic about the

ability of technology ultimately to re-

moveall resource constraints to contin-

ued economic growth. CEcol really has
very little to saydirectlyabout technology,

since it tendsto ignore humansaltogether.
Butto the extent thatit has an opinion,it

would be pessimistic about technology's
ability to remove resource constraints

because all other existing natural ecosys-

tems that do not include humans are ob-
served to be resource limited. EE is pru-
dently sceptical in this regard. Given our

high level ofun certainty aboutthisissue,
it is irrational to bank on technology's

ability to remove resource constraints. If

we guess wrong then the result will be
disastrous — an irreversible destruction
of our resource base andcivilization it-
self. We should at least for the time being
assumethat technology will not be sble
to remove reso-rce constraints.If it does
we can be nlessantly surprised.If it does

The ecological economics ofsustainability

not wearestill left with a sustainable

system. EE assumesthis prudently scep-

tical stance on technical progress.

Sustainability: maintaining our
global life support-system

While acknowledging that the sustaina-
bility concept requires much additional

research, we can offer the following

working definition: Sustainability is a rela-

tionship between dynamic human econo-

mic systems and larger dynamic, but

normally slow‘--changing ecological sys-

tems,inwhich: (a) humanlifecancontinue
indefinitely; (b) human individuals can

flourish, (c) human cultures can develop;

butin which (d) effects ofhumanactivities

remain within bounds,soas notto destroy

the diversity, complexity, and function of

the ecologicallife support system.

‘Sustainability’ does not imply static,

much less a stagnant economy, but we

must be careful to distinguish between

‘growth’ and ‘development’, as specified

above. Economic growth, whichis an in-

crease in quantity, cannot be sustainable

indefinitely on a finite planet. Economic

development, which is an improvement
in the quality oflife without necessarily
causing an increase in quantity of resour-

ces consumed, may be sustainable. Sus-

tainable growth is an impossibility. Sus-

tainable development must become our

primary long-term policy goal.

The most obvious dangerofignoring

the role of nature in economicsis that na-
ture is the economy's life-support system,

and by ignoring it we may inadvertently

damageit beyondit’s ability to repairitself.

Indeed, there is much evidence that we
have already done so (see Goodland,

Chapter1). Current economic systems do
not inberently incorporate any concern
aboutthesustainabilityofour naturallife-
support system and the economies which
depend onit (Costanza and Daly, 1987).
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Table 1: Comparison of“conventional” economics and ecology with ecological economics.
 

 

“Conventional” “Conventional” Ecological Economics
Economics Ecology

Basic Mechanistic, Static, Evolutionary, Atomistic Dynamic, Systems,
World Atomistic Evolutionary

View Individual tastes and Evolution acting at the genetic Human preferences,ge Pp
preferences taken as given and level viewed as dominant —_understanding, technology
the dominantforce. The force. The resource base is and organisation co-evolve to
resource base viewed limited. Humans are just reflect broad ecological
essentially limitless due to another species but are rarely opportunities and constraints.
technical progress and infinite studied Humans are responsible for
substicucability understanding dveirrole in the

larger system and managingit
for sustainability.

Time Short Multi-Seale Multi-scale
Frame 50 years maximum,!-4 years Days to cons, but time scales Days to eons, multiscale

usual often define non-communicat- synthesis
ing sub-disciplines

Space Local to international Local to regional Local to global
Frame Framework invarient at Mostresearch has focused on Hierarchyofscales

increasing spatial scale, basic relatively small research sites
units change from individuals in single ecosystems, but
to firms to countries larger scales becoming more

importantrecently

Species Humans only Non-Humans only Whole ecosystem
Frame including humans

Planes and animals only rarely Attempts to find ‘pristine’ Acknowledges interconnec-
included for contributary ecosystems untouched by tions between humans and
value humans rest of nature

Primary Growth of national Survival ofSpecies Sustainability ofecological
Macto goal economy economic system

Primary Max. profits (firms) Maximum reproductive Must be adjusted to reflect
Micro goal Max utility (indivichuals) sucess system goals

All agents following micro All agents following micro Social organization and
leads to macro goal goals leads to macro goal cultural institutions at higher

ing Fulfilled. Exeernal costs being fulfilled levels ofthe space/time
and benefits givenlip service hierarchy ameliorate conflicts
butusually ignored produced by myopic purtuit of

micto goals at lowerlevels, and
vice versa

Asaumptions Very optimistic Pessimistic of no opinion Prudently skeptical

nical progress
Academic Di . li othe T: di . Li

stance Monistic, focus on math- More pluralistic than econom- ralisti I
ematical tools ibursa focursdon tools Pitlitc focus on problems

and iques. Few rewardsive, inteprati

work,
 



In an important sense, sustainability is

merely justice with respect to future gen-

erations. This includes future generations

of other species, even though our main

interest may be in our own species.

Sustainability has been variously con-

Strued (see Pezzey 1989; WCED, 1987)

but a useful definition is the amount of

consumptionthatcanbe continued indefi-

nitely without degradingcapital stocks—

including ‘natural capital’ stocks.Ina busi-
ness, capital stock includes long-term

assets such as buildings and machinery

that serve as the means of production.
Naturalcapitalis the soil and atmospheric

structure, plant and animal biomass,etc.,

that, taken together, forms thebasis ofall

ecosystems. This natural capital steck

uses primary inputs (sunlight) to produce

the range ofecosystem services and phy-
sical natural resource flows. Examples of

natural capital include forests, fish popu-

lations and petroleum deposits. The natu-
ral resource flows yielded by these natural
capital stocks are, respectively, cut timber,

caughtfish, and pumped crudeoil.
We have now entered a newera in

which thelimiting factor in development
is no longer human-madecapital but

remaining natural capital. Timberis lim-

ited by remaining forests, notsaw-mill ca-

pacity; fish catchis limited by fish popu-
lations, not by fishing boats; crudeoil is
limited by remaining petroleum deposits,

not by pumping and drilling capacity.

Most economists view natural and human

~made capital as substitutes rather than

complements, Consequently neither fac-
tor can be limiting. Only if factors are
complementary can onebe limiting. Eco-

logical economists see human~made and
natural capital as fundamentally comple-

mentary and therefore emphasize the
importance oflimiting factors and chan-
ges in the pattern of scarcity. This is a
fundamental difference that needs *> be
reconciled.

The ecological economics ofsustainability

Toimplementsustainability,all projects

should meet the following criteria. For

renewable resources, the rate of harvest

should not exceed the rate of regenera-

tion (sustainable y‘eld) and the rates of

waste generation ‘rom projects should

not exceed the assimilative capacity of

the environment (sustainable waste

disposal), For non-renewable resources,

the rates ofwaste generation from projects

shall not exceed the assimilative capacityof

the environmentand the depletion of the

non-renewable resources should require

comparable development of renewable

substitutes forthat resource. Theseare safe,

minimum sustainability standards; and

once met, projects should be selected that

have the highestrates of return based on

other, moretraditional economiccriteria.

Maintaining and investing in
natural capital to ensure
sustainability

A minimum necessary condition for sus-

tainability is the maintenanceofthe total

natural capital stock at or above the cur-

rent level. While a lower stock of natural

capital may be sustainable, given our

uncertainty and the dire consequences of
guessing wrong,it is best to at least pro-

visionally assumethat we are at or below

the range of sustainable stock levels and
allow no furtherdecline in naturalcapital.

This ‘constancy of total natural capital’

rule can thus be seen as a prudent

minimum condition for ensuring sus tain-

ability, to be abandoned only whensolid
evidenceto the contrary can be offered.

In fact, we should begin the process of

reinvesting in natural capital stocks to
bring them back to safe minimum stand-
ards.

There is disagreement between tech-

nological optimists (who see technical
progress eliminating all resource con-
straints to growth and development) and
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technological sceptics (who do notsee as

muchscope for this approachandfearir-

reversible use ofresources and damageto

natural capital). By limiting total system

naturalcapital atcurrentlevels (preferably

by using higher severance and consump-

tion taxes) we can satisfy both the sceptics

(as resourceswill be conservedfor future

generations) anu the optimists (asthis will

raise the price of natural capital resources

and morerapidly induce the technical

changetheypredict). By limiting physical

growth, only developmentis allowed and

this may prcceed without endangering

sustainability.

Policy instruments: environmental
insurance bonds

We need to explore promising alterna-

tives to ourcurrentcommand and control

environmental managementsystems, and

to modify existing government agencies

and otherinstitutions accordingly. The

enormous uncertainty about local and

transnational environmental impacts

needs to be incorporated into decision-
making. We also need to better under-
stand the sociological, cultural, and poli-

tical criteria for acceptanceor rejection

of policy instruments.

One example of an innovative policy
instrument currently being studied is a
flexible environmental insurance sys-

tem designed to incorporate environ-
mental criteria and uncertainty into the

market system, and to induce positive
environmental technological innovation

(Perrings, 1989; Costanza and Perrings,
1990).

In addition to directcharges forknown
environmental damages, a company
would be required to post an insurance
bond equal to the current best estimate

of the largest potential future environ-
mental damages; the money would be

kept in interest-bearing escrow accounts.

After the project, the bond (plusa portion

of the interest) would be returned if the

firm could show that the suspected da-

mages had not occurred or would not

occur. If they did, the bond would be

used to rehabilitate or repair the environ-

mentand to compensate injured parties.

Thus, the burden of proof would be

shifted from the public to the resource-
user and a strong economic incentive

would be provided to research the true
costs of environmentally damaging acti-

vities and to develop cost-effective pol-

lution control technologies. This is an

extension of the ‘polluter pays’ principle

to ‘the polluter pays for uncertainty as

well’, Other innovative policy instruments

include tradeable pollution and depletion

quotas at both national and international

levels. Also worthy of mentionis the new

Global EnvironmentFacility of the World

Bank, which will provide concessionary

funds for investments that reduce global

externalities.

Economic incentives: linking
revenues and uses

Weshould implementfees on the destruc-

tive use ofnatural cay sital to promote more

efficient use, and casc upon incometaxes,

especially on low incomesin the interest

ofequity. Fees, taxes and subsidies should
be used to changetheprices of activities
that interfere with sustainability relative to
those that are compatible withit. This can

be accomplished byusing the funds gen-
erated to support an alternative to undesi-

rable activities that are being taxed. For

example a tax on all greenhouse gases,

with thesize ofthe tax linked tothe impact
of each gas, could be linked to develop-
mentofalternativestofossil fuel. Petrol tax
revenues could be used to support public
transport and cycle lanes.

Current policies that subsidize envi-
ronmentally harmful activities should
be stopped. For example, subsidies on



virgin material extraction should be

stopped. This will also allow recycling

options to compete effectively. Crop

subsidies that dramatically increase pes-
ticide andfertilizer use should be elimi-
nated, and forms ofpositive incentives

should also be used. For example, debt

for nature swaps should be supported

and receive much more funding. We

should also offer prestigious prizes for

work that increases awareness of, or

contributes to, sustainability issues, such

as changes in behaviour that develop a
culture of maintenance(i.e. cars thatlast
for fifty years) or promotes capital and
resource saving improvements (i.e. affor-

dable, efficient housing and water sup-
plies).

Ecologicaleconomicsresearch

While economics has developed many

usefultools ofanalysis,it has not directed

these tools toward the therny questions
that arise when considering the concept
and implementation of sustainability. In

particular, we needbetterunderstanding

of preference formation, especially time
preference formation. Wealso needtoun-

derstand howindividual time preferences
and group time preferences maydiffer,
and how the preferences of institutions
that will be critical to the success orfailure
of sustainability are established. Up to
now, we have paid too little attention to

ecological feedbacks. An understandingof
these will be critical for the implementa-
tion of sustainability goals. We need to

concentrate on the valuation of important
non-market goods and services provided
by ecosystems (Costanza et al., 1989).

Ecological economics education

We need to develop an ecological eco no-
mics core curriculum and degree grant-
ing programmes that embodytheskills
of both economics and ecology. This

The ecoiogical economics ofsustainability

implies a curriculum with some blending

of physical, chemical and biological sci-

ences, and economics. Within this curri-

culum quantitative methods are essential,

but they should be problem—directed

rather than just mathematical tools for

their own sake. Experimentation capac-

ity is needed to provide ecological eco-

nomics with a solid empirical base built

upon creative and comprehensive

theory. We need to develop extension

programmesthat can effectively transfer

information among both disciplines and

nations.

Institutional changes

Institutions with the flexibility necessa-

ry to deal with ecologically sustainable

develop:entare lacking. Indeed manyfi-

nancial institutions are built on the as-

sumption of continuous exponential

growth andwill face major restructuring

in a sustainable economy. Manyexisting

institutions have fragmented mandates

and policies, arid >ften have not optimally

used market and non-market forces to
resolve environmental problems. They

have also conducted inadequate benefit/

cost analyses by not incorporating ecolo-

gical costs; used short-term planning

horizons; inappropriately assigned pro-

perty rights (public andprivate) to resour-
ces; and not made appropriate use of in-
centives.

There is a lack of awareness and edu-
cation about sustainability, the environ-

ment, and causes ofenvironmental degra-
dation. In addition, much environmental
knowledgeheld by indigenous peoplesis
being lost, including knowledge of spe-
cies, particularly in the tropics.Institutions
have been slow to respondto new infor-
mation and shifts in values, for example
threats to biodiversity or rapid changesin
communications technologies. Finally,
many institutions do not freely share or
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disseminate information; do not provide

public access to decision-making; and do

not devote serious attention to determi-

ning and representing the wishesoftheir

constituencies.

Manyofthese problems are result of

the inflexible bureaucratic structure of

many moderninstitutions. Experience
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Fromgrowth to
sustainable development'

LesterR. Brown, Sandra Postel and Christopber Flavin

Introduction

For muchofthis century, economic de-

bate has focused on whether capitalism
or socialism is the best way to organize a
modern industrial economy. Tha: ar-
gument now seems to be over, as the

countries of Eastern Europe moveswiftly

towards market mechanisms andthe So-
viet economyteeters on the brink of col-

lapse. Yet even before the political dust
from these transformations settles, a new,
more fundamental question has arisen:

How can we design a vibrant economy
that does not destroy the natural resour-
ces and environmental systems on which

it depends?
The vast scale and rapid growth ofthe

20,000-billion-dollar global economyare
hailed as great achievements of our time.
But as the pace of environmental
deterioration quickens, the consequences
of failing to bridge the gap between the
workings of economic systems and natu-
ral ones are becoming all too clear. ?

Redirecting the global economy to-
wards environmental sustainability re-
quires fundamental reforms at both the
international and national levels. In an
age when tropical deforestation in one

country reduces the entire earth's bio-

logical wealth, when chemicals released

on one continent can lead to skin cancer

on another, and when CO, emissions

anywhere hasten climate change eve-

rywhere, economic policy-making is no

longer exclusively a national concern.
Greatly lessening the developing

world's debt burden is a prerequisite for
an environmentally sustainable world

economy. By 1989,the Third World's ex-
ternal debt stood at $1,200 billion, 44 per
centofits collective GNP. In some coun-
tries, the figure was far higher— 140 per
cent in Egypt and Zaire, and a staggering

400 per cent in Mozambique. Developing

countries paid $77 billion in interest on
their debts that year, and repaid 85 bil-
lion dollar's worth of principal. Since the
mid 1980s, the traditional flow of capital
from the developed to the developing
world has been increasingly offset by a

flow of interest and dividends in the op-
posite direction. Preliminary data for all
flows, including grants, show an outflow
from the developing countries of $2.7 bil-
lion in 1989, which compares with an in-
flow of $51billion in 1981 CWorld Bank,
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1989; OECD, 1990 a).
Lack of capital has made it nearly im-

possible for developing countries to in-

vest adequately in forest protection, soil
conservation, irrigation improvements,

more energy-efficient technologies, or

pollution control devices. Even worse,

growing debts have compelled them to

sell off natural resources, often their only

source of foreign currency. Like a con-

sumer forced to pawn the family heir-
looms to pay off credit~card bills, devel-
oping countries are plundering forests,

decimating fisheries, and depleting water
supplies — regardless of the long-term

consequences. Unfortunately, no global
pawnbroker is holding on to this inhe-

ritance until the world canafford to buyit

back.

Reforming foreign assistance is also
critical. Very little of the aid money dis-

bursed to developing countries by gov-

emments and international lending insti-

tutions supports ecologically sound de-

velopment. The World Bank, the largest

single funder, lacks a coherentvision ofa

sustainable economy, and thus its len-

ding priorities often run counter to the
goal of creating one. Bilateral aid agen-
cies, with a few important exceptions, do
little better. Moreover, the scale of total
lending falls far short of that needed to
help the Third World escape from the

overlapping traps of poverty, overpopu-
lation, and ecological decline.

Instruments of economic reform

At the heart of the dilemma at the natio-
nal level is the failure of economies to
incorporate environmental costs into

private decisions, which results in society
at large bearing them, often in unanti-
cipated ways. Automobile drivers do not
pay the full costs of local air pollution or
long-term climate change when they fill
their gas tanks, nor do farmers pick up
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the whole tab for the health and ecologi-

cal risks of using pesticides.

Manyindustrial nations now spend 1-
2 per centoftheir total economic output
on pollution control, and these figures

will increase in the years ahead. Suchlar-

ge sums spent on capturing pollutants

at the end ofthe pipe, while necessary,

are to some extent a measure of the eco-

nomy's failure to foster practices that

curb pollutionat its source. Governments

mandate catalytic converters for cars, but

neglect energy-efficient transport sys-
tems that would lessen automobile de-

pendence. They require expensive meth-

ods of treating hazardous waste, while

doinglittle to encourage industries to re-

duce their generation of waste (OECD,

19906, Farber and Rutlege, 1990).
Of the many tools governments can

use to reorient economic behaviour,fis-

cal policies offer some of the most pow-
erful. In particular, partially replacing in-
come taxes with environmental taxes

could greatly speed the transition to an

environmentally sustainable economy

without necessarily increasing the total
tax burden. Designed to makeprices bet-
ter reflect true costs, a comprehensive set
of environmental taxes would include,

for example, levies on carbon emissions
from fossil fuels, hazardous waste, paper
produced from virgin pulp, pesticide
sales, and ground-water depletion. Shift-
ing the tax base in this way would help
ensure that those causing environmen-

tal harm paythe price, rather than society

as a whole, and thereby encourage more
environmentally sound practices.

A question of scale

Even if debt is relieved, developmentaid
is restructured, and an array of green taxes
are instituted, there remains the vexing

problem of the economy's scale. Listen-
ing to most economists and politicians,



unlimited expansion of the economy

seems not only possible but desirable.
Political leaders tout growth as the an-

swer to unemployment, poverty, ailing

industries, fiscal crises and myriad other
societal ills. To question the wisdom of
growth seems almost blasphemous, so
ingrained is it in popular thinking about
how the world works.

Yet to agree that creating an environ-

mentally sustainable economyis necessa-

ry is to acknowledgethatlimits on some

forms of growth are incvitable — in par-
ticular the consumption of physical re-

sources. Textbook models often portray
the economyas a self-contained system,
with money flowing between consumers

and businesses in a closed Icop.In reali-
ty, however, the economyis notisolated.
It operates within the boundaries of a
global ecosystem with finite capacities to
produce fresh water, form new topsoil
and ubsorb pollution. As a subset of the

biosphere, the economy cannot outgrow

its physical limits and still remain intact
(see Daly, 1990; Ehrlich, 1989).

With an annual output of $20,000
billion, the global economy now produ-
ces in seventeen days whatit took an en-

tire year to generate in 1900. Already , eco-
nomic activity has breached numerous

local, regional, and global thresholds, re-
sulting in the spread ofdeserts, acidifica-
tion of lakes and forests, and the build—
up of greenhouse gases. If growth pro-
ceeds along the lines of recent decades,it

is only a matteroftime before global sys-

tems collapse underthe pres-sure.°

Oneuseful measure of the economy’s
size relative to the earth's life-supporting
capacity is the share of the planet's pho-
tosynthetic product now devoted to hu-
man activity. ‘Net primary production’is
the amountof solar energy fixed by
green plants through photosynthesis
minus the energy used by those plants
themselves.It is, in essence, the planet's
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total food resource, the biochemical en-

ergy that supports all forms of animallife,

from earthworms to humans.

Vitousek and his colleagues estimate

that 40 per centofthe earth's annual net

primary production on land now goes di-

rectly to meet human needs oris indi-

rectly used or destroyed by humanactiv-

ity — leaving 60 percentfor the millions

of other land-based species with which

humans share the planet. While it tookall

of humanhistory to reach this point, the

share could double to 80 per cent by
2030 if currentrates of population growth

and consumption continue;rising per ca-

pita consumption could skorten the dou-

bling time considerably. Along the way,

with people usurping an ever larger

share of the earth's life-sustaining ener-

gy, natura] systems will unravel faster.

Exactly whenvital thresholds will be cro-

ssed irreversibly is impossible to say. But

as Vitousek andhis colleaguesstate, tho-

se ‘whobelieve that limits to growth are

so distantas to be of no consequencefor

today’s decision makers appear unaware

of these biologicalrealities.’ (Vitoussk et
al., 1986; PRB, 1990).

Toward greater efficiency and
equity

For humanity to avoid the wholesale

breakdown of natural systems requires
not justa slowing in the expansionofour

numbers but a shift from the pursuit of

growth to that of sustainable progress —
humanbetterment that does not comeat

the expense of future generations. The
first and easiest phase in the transitionis
te increase greatly the efficiency with

which water, energy, and materials are

used, which will allow people's needs to
be satisfied with fewer resources andless
environmental harm. This shift is already
under way, but is proceeding at a glacial
pace compared with whatis needed.
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One example of the necessary ap-

proachis in California. Piogeering energy

policies there have fostered utility invest-

ments in efficiency, causing electricity

use per personto decline 0.3 per cent be-

tween 1978 and 1988, compared with an

11 per cent increase in the rest of the

United States. Californians suffered no

drop in living standards as a result; in-

deed, their overall welfare improved

since their electricity bills were reduced

and their cooking, lighting and other

electrical needs were met with less sacri-

fice of air quality (United States Depart-

mentof Energy, 1988, 1990).

Producing goodsandservicesaseffi-

ciently as possible and with the most en-

viroumentally benign technologies avail-

able will move societies a long way to-

ward sustainabilicy, but it will not allow

them to achieve it. Continuing growth in

material consumption — the numberof

cars and air-conditioners, the amount of

paper used, and the like — will eventu-

ally overwhelm gains from efficiency,

causing total resource use (and all the

corresponding environmental damage) to

tise. A halving of pollution emissions

from individual cars, for example, will

not result in much improvementin air

quality if the total distance driven dou-

bles, as it has in the United States since

1965.4
This aspect of the transition from

growth to sustainability is thus far more

difficult, as it goes to the heart of peo-

ple’s consumption patterns. In poorer

countries, simply meeting the basic needs

of growing human numberswill require

that consumption of water, energy and

forest products increases, even if these

resources are used with the utmost effi-

ciency. But the wealthier industrial coun-

tries — especially the dozen that have

stabilized their population size, including
Austria, Germany, Italy, Norway, Swe-

den, and Switzerland — are in the best
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position to begin satisfying their needs

with no net degradation of the natural

resource base (PRB, 1990). These coun-

tries could be thefirst to benefit from re-

alizing that some growth costs more than

it is worth, and that an economy's opti-

mum size is not its maximum size.

Quality over quantity

GNPbecomes an obsolete measure of

progressin a society striving to meei peo-

ple's needsasefficiently as possible and

with the least damage to the environ-

ment. What counts is not growth in out-

put, but the quality of services rendered.
Bicycles and light rail, for instance, are

less resource—intensive formsof transpor-

tation than automobiles are, and contrib-

ute less to GNP. Buta shift to masstransit

and cycling for most passengertrips

would enhance urbanlife by eliminating

traffic jams, reducing smog and making

cities safer for pedestrians. GNP would

go down, but overall well-being would

increase (see Anderson, 1989; Daly and

Cobb, 1989).

Likewise, investing in water-efficient

appliances andirrigation systems instead

of building more damsand diversion ca-

nals would meet water nceds with less

harm to the environment. Since massive

water projects consume more resources

than efficiency investments do, GNP

would tend to decline. But quality oflife

would improve. It becomesclearthatstri-

ving to boost GNPis often inappropriate

and counterproductive. As ecologist and

philosopher Garrett Hardin puts it: ‘For a

statesman to try to maximize the GNPis

about as sensible as for a composer of

music to try to maximize the numberof

notes in a symphony.’ (Hardin, 1990).
Abandoning growth as an overriding

goal does not and must not meanforsak-

ing the poor. Rising incomes and material

consumption are essential to improving



well-being ir. much of the Third World.

But contrary to whatpolitical leaders im-

ply, global economic growth as currently

measuredis not the solution to poverty.

Despite the fivefold rise in world econo-

mic output since 1950,1.2 billion people

— morethan ever before — live in abso-

lute poverty today. More growth of the

sort engineered in recent decades will

net save the poor; only strategies to dis-

tribute income and wealth more equita-

bly can do so (Durning, 1989).

A higher social order

Formidable barriers stand in the way of

shifting from growth to real progress as

the central goal of economic policy. The
vision that growth conjures up of an ex-

panding pie of riches is a powerful and

convenient political tool becauseit al-

lowsthe toughissues of income inequal-

ity and skewed wealth distribution to be

Notes
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avoided.As long as there is growth, there

is hope that the lives of the poor can be

bettered without sacrifices from the rich.

Thereality, however,is that achieving an

environmentally sustainable globzl eco-

nomyis not possible without the fortu-

nate limiting their consumption in order

to ieave room for the poorto increase

theirs.

With the ending of the Cold War and

the fading of ideological barriers, an op-

portunity has opened to build a new

world upon the foundations of peace. A

sustainable economy represents nothing

less than a higher social order — one as

concerned with future generations as

with our own, and more focused on the

health ofthe planet and the poor than on

material acquisitions and miliary might.

Althoughit is a fundamentally new en-

deavour, with many uncertainties,it is far

less risky than continuing with business

as usual. a

1. Based on L.R. Brown etal., State ofthe World 1991, New York, W. W. Norton, 1991.

2. The 20,000billion dollar world economy is a Worldwatch Institute estimate based on
1988 gross world product from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA, 19894), with
Soviet and Eastern Europe on gross national products extrapolated from Paul Marer
(1985), and with adjustment to 1990 based on growth rates from IMF (1990), and CIA
(19894).

3. 1900 Global World Ourput, from Brown and Postel (1987).

4. Total vehicle kilometres for 1965-70 from United States Department of Commerce
(1975), for 1970-88 from United States Department of Energy (1988).
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